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Abstract. The paper compares the unsteady airflow field in the conventional and the 

new dual-feed rotor spinning unit. A 3D finite volume computation (with optional 

turbulence model) is adopted to simulate the airflow dynamics with a focus on the rotor 

interior. The equations are solved using Fluent 14.5 package. The airflow results reveal 

that the second transfer channel effect is significant, particularly in the rotor interior. 

Visualization of iso-surfaces and velocity magnitude in the two reveal a striking 

difference in the internal flow patterns and turbulent strength. Comparison of the yarn 

properties spun on the two systems shows improved tenacity, elongation, and yarn 

evenness. A Small variation in yarn hairiness of the respective spun samples is observed.     

1.  Introduction 

The flow in the interior of the rotor spinning unit is a complex phenomenon involving fiber, air 

interaction and the negative pressure, rotating rotor among other rotor spinning conditions. Although 

2D two-phase flow studies have provided more insight on the flow dynamics in the rotor interior in the 

rotor, the 3D two-phase model is still a mystery[1]. There are still many open questions regarding the 

fundamental aspects of the flow in the rotor interior which make it challenging to evaluate the flow 

dynamics in the interior of the rotor. Fundamental research regarding the application of computational 

fluid dynamics to study airflow dynamics has been significantly undertaken[2,3]. A recent trend in the 

implementation of numerical analysis has reported tremendous success in solving interdisciplinary 

problems[4–6]. The dual-feed rotor spinning concept is a new phenomenon that has revealed a 

fundamental potential in open-end yarn quality improvement as per previous literature[3,7,8]. The need 

to study intricate details of the dual-feed working principle is paramount in generating a reliable 

principle for mass commercialization. This paper reports the finite element analysis airflow in the 

interior of the novel dual-feed rotor spinning unit and the conventional unit and the dual-feed under 

similar conditions. Two computational fluid dynamic models are built and simulated using a commercial 

package (Fluent), visualization of the iso-surfaces and velocity magnitude is carried out. The yarn 

properties are examined too as well as consideration of related studies undertaken.  

2.  Methods and procedure 

Computation and numerical solution of the model were achieved using FLUENT 14.5. The model was 

designed in solid works and implementation of meshing and refinement achieved in post processing tool 

of Fluent. We applied tetrahedron meshing, and for accuracy and mesh independence tests; three grids 



 

 

 

 

 

 

were considered. The meshed models utilized in this study retained the boundary conditions similar to 

our previous works[3]. After analysis of residuals and comparison of airflow characteristics, one mesh 

was chosen for this study. Our main attention was mainly on velocity and Iso-surfaces inside the rotor.  

In the simulation set-up, the pressure inlet was kept at the atmospheric pressure, pressure outlet set 

to -7000pa, inlet velocity magnitude of 20m/s, and the rotor speed was attuned to 100,000 r.p.m which 

is distinctive of commercial rotor spinning machines. The boundary conditions adopted were arrived at 

by comparison with the existing literature[9]. Figure 1 (a) and (b) illustrate the dual-feed and 

conventional rotor spinning unit. 

 
Figure 1. (a) Dual-feed rotor spinning unit                (b) Conventional rotor spinning unit. 

Generation of results for analysis was considered on the x-y plane at z= 0.00018 by extracting the three-

dimensional view of the slice layer cutting across the yarn guiding mouth and part of the transfer channel 

regions. Along the x-z plane at y=0.003 m, velocity contours were also extracted because this region 

locates at the rotor groove where the slivers are laid during the spinning process.  The airflow 

visualization obtained at this region provides clear contour regions and areas of velocity fluctuations 

which provide a clear-cut pattern of in the rotor interior. The iso-surfaces colored and filled by the 

velocity magnitude were also extracted to supplement the airflow study further. 

3.  Mathematical model and numerical procedure 

Classical modeling of turbulence is founded on the Reynolds concept, which for incompressible and 

Newtonian fluids yields the following equations (see Equation 1-4). The principal equations, which 

include mass conservation equation and the momentum conservation equation viz;  
𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑡
    + ∇. ρ.   �⃗�                                                                                                                     (1) 

Where ρ the fluid density and v is a velocity vector. This equation implies that, the sum of the time-

dependent change of density ρ and the three-dimensional of the current density ρ𝑣⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ is zero.   
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The equation terms and empirical constants have been well articulated in our previous works[10]. 

The k-ε model is derived using a statistical technique called the renormalization group theory. Boundary 

conditions on the rigid walls were set in the form of non-equilibrium wall functions. Numerical 

simulation of airflow for the conditions identical to both the dual-feed and conventional rotor spinning 

unit were performed using FLUENT software commercial package. A strict, non-uniform mesh was 

generated for the computational domain. Grid independence test was performed to ensure that the grid 



 

 

 

 

 

 

size does not influence the accuracy of the solution. A grid of 494,257 elements was assumed after the 

grid independence test. 

4.  Results and discussion  

This work evaluates characteristics of the airflow field by visualizing the iso-surfaces in the two models. 

The velocity magnitude in the rotor interior and the iso-surfaces and a precise analysis of pressure 

distribution in the rotor interior were undertaken. A detailed evaluation of the yarn quality characteristics 

is also revealed. 

Extraction of the velocity profiles in the two models was achieved in Tecplot CFD 

Visualization tool. The iso-surfaces clearly show the flow field and the airflow patterns, the effect of the 

second dual-feed is vividly observed as the flow in the rotor interior significantly changes (see Figure 

2). The dual-feed concept is anticipated to have a positive impact on the way fibers are oriented in the 

final yarn structure. The primary reason for introducing a dual-feed concept was to facilitate blending, 

facilitate better fiber opening, effective trash removal and hence improve the yarn quality.  

 

 
Figure 2. Iso-surfaces of velocity profiles in the interior (a) dual-feed (b) Conventional rotor spinning 

unit. 

The overall velocity magnitude observed, shows that the second feed resulted into substantial 

fluctuations in the airflow dynamics. The velocity profiles in the dual-feed model predict a significant 

shift in the way fibers can be arranged inside the rotor. The balanced velocity flow profiles characterized 

extreme sections of the rotor interior compared to the single channel. Our simulation results anticipate 

improved fiber alignment. However, this should be proved experimentally. Our recent works on the 

evaluation of drag force and other turbulence properties agree quantitatively with the findings in this 

paper. In figure 3 and 4, the velocity profiles are viewed in different perspective, and a clear difference 

in the two models is visible. 

The results support the hypothesis that as fibers flow through the rotor unit, they adopt an airborne 

state, the velocity profiles show the clear paths and velocity variation, which can be used to predict the 

manner of fiber movement. The difference in iso-surface patterns is significant implying a change in the 

fiber configuration process. Two cotton yarn samples of the 58tex count were spun on the two machines 

under similar conditions for the purpose of comparing the mechanical properties. The tenacity of the 

dual-feed spun yarn increased by 16%, elongation by 10%, and CVm(%) improved by 13%. Thin places 

were greatly reduced with the proposed model (33% reduction of thin places). Hairiness and thick places 

were not significantly improved.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Visualization of velocity magnitude at z=0.00018m. (a) dual-feed (b) conventional rotor  

       spinning unit. 

 
Figure 4. Velocity magnitude contour at y=0.003m located near the rotor groove position 

 

Figure 4 extracts the velocity contours located at the position where slivers are processed during 

the spinning process. The velocity contours were numbered by magnitude to find out regions of higher 

velocities. It is noticed that despite the clear difference in the flow patterns were imbalanced velocities 

were depicted in the conventional rotor spinning unit. The higher velocities were observed at the 

contours on the extreme layer near the presumed rotor groove. The variation between the two models is 

somewhat minute implying that the second channel doesn’t necessarily create more unpredictable 

chaotic flow in the rotor. Rather, a balanced pattern is observed hence accounting for the extensively 

reported improvement in the yarn properties of yarns spun on this system. The results show that the new 

prototype leads to more orderly flow with minimal eddies which is anticipated to have a positive 

influence on fiber processing and consequently the resulting yarn quality characteristics.  

Figure 5 illustrates the pressure distribution in the rotor of the conventional and modified rotor 

spinning process. The region opposite the transfer channel outlet of the conventional model was 

exhibited by pressure ranging from -8000 to -6000pa with the center largely dominated by -8000pa. On 



 

 

 

 

 

 

the contrary, the pressure distribution in the modified model is evenly distributed with the transfer 

channel exit positions occupied by traces of positive pressure of up to 6000pa. The pressure difference 

in internal flow system is a very fundamental parameter due to its influences the forces and 

moments such as drag and lift forces. The effect generated by pressure difference eventually 

influences the airflow dynamics and hence the production process. Relatively evenly 

distribution pressure profiles achieved through additional transfer channel significantly 

stimulates the fiber processing mechanics. 

 
Figure 5. Pressure distribution contours at y=0.003m located near the rotor groove position 

5.  Conclusion 

The validation of any turbulence model remains a crucial step in the fully justified application. In this 

paper, two equation k-epsilon turbulence model was tested through the implementation of finite volume 

analysis to study the airflow in the two rotor spinning models. The results attained provided a striking 

difference in the flow domain in the two cases. The yarn quality properties from yarns made on a few 

reported dual-feed concepts revealed the potential of the dual-feed concept. The present works provide 

the tangible foundation of numerical results that can be validated via experiment in future. Experimental 

measurement of the airflow parameters in the two models would provide valuable assessment for the 

model. Nevertheless, the model arrived at in this work revealed fundamental insights. We conclude that 

the second channel introduced imparts a huge difference on the flow mechanics. The velocity and 

pressure inside the rotor of the new model appeared evenly distributed compared to the conventional 

one. This effect is anticipated to improve fiber configuration, and alignment since one of the challenges 

in rotor spinning is maintaining the fiber alignment as the fibers are conveyed to the rotor surface.  
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Abstract. In this study, a commercial 3D virtual garment simulation software (Optitex) is used 

to simulate drape behaviours of five different fabrics. Mechanical properties of selected fabrics 

are measured by Fabric Assurance by Simple Testing (FAST) method. Measured bending, 

shear and extension properties of fabrics are inserted to the simulation software to achieve 

more realistic simulations. Simulation images of fabrics are shown to 27 people and they are 

asked to match real drape images of fabrics with simulated drape images. Fabric simulations of 

two fabrics were correctly matched by the majority of the test group. However, the other three 

fabrics’ simulations were mismatched by most of the people.  

1. Introduction 

Computer technology has been used for clothing industry for many years. Lately, simulation power of 

computers are drawing attention of apparel industry and online retailers. A satisfactory representation 

of a fabric drape and garment fit may tremendously change the future of apparel industry and online 

shopping. If simulations are realistic enough, this may help fabric and garment manufacturers, as they 

will be able to see simulation before production and make necessary amendments. Much drastic 

influence is expected for online shopping. It is reported that the returns for online apparel purchasing 

is strongly correlated to fit problems [1]. Big fashion brands hesitate or slow motion to adapt their 

sales activities to e-commerce due to costumer’s fitting concerns. For example, H&M- one of the 

biggest apparel company- started online sales activity on 2013 only [2].  E-retailing apparel companies 

usually demonstrate their garments on a live model or with a high quality picture of the garment alone. 

Some web sites also offer zoom-in functions to provide clearer vision of fabric patterns and quality. 

There are also some attempts to enable customers to insert their body measurements to an online 

system and create their own parametric body models.  

So far, none of the developed virtual systems are realistic enough and do not present a satisfactory 

image of garments on mannequins. The main problem of fabric/garment simulation is the complex 

structure of fabrics. Fabrics are non-linear structures and they deform under low stresses. Gravitational 

force, body movements, fabric-fabric friction and body-fabric friction influences the drape behaviour 

of garments. There are many studies to understand garment drape properties. However, the drape 

behaviour of fabrics and fitting of garments in virtual environment is relatively a new research topic. 

To understand garment fit in virtual environment, first, we need to understand fabric simulation well. 

There are several studies done in the literature so far. Ngoc and Anh studied fabric and garment drape 

in real and in virtual environment. They used six different fabrics and observed the drape behaviour of 

the real garment and virtual garment. They used a commercial 3D simulation software (V-stitcher), 



 

 

 

 

 

 

observed drape coefficients, and drape profiles. They concluded that simulations reveal bigger and 

deeper folds while the real garment folds seem softer and smoother [3]. In another study, researchers 

scanned 20 different fabric samples draped on a pedestal and processed the 3D scanned images by an 

image analysis software and calculated drape properties (node number, drape coefficient and node 

depths). Meanwhile actual drape properties of real fabrics were measured by Cusick drape meter. 

Eventually, they used t-test to calculate the drape differences between the virtual model and real 

fabric. They concluded that fabric drape behaviour may variate for each test trial, so there is no certain 

target simulation. They stated that simulation is successful if drape coefficient of simulation is ±15 % 

of real drape [4]. 

In this study, we observed drape simulations of five different fabrics by using a commercial 3D 

garment simulation software (Optitex). We showed drape images of real fabrics and simulated fabric 

images to 27 people and asked them to match simulation images to their actual counterparts. 

Additionally, we calculated drape coefficients of real drapes and virtual drapes to make a quantitative 

comparison. According to Kenkare and his colleges assumption [4] we checked the accuracy of 

simulation by calculating drape coefficient of virtual image and real drape.   

2. Experimentation 

Five different fabric samples with similar constructions, compositions and weights are selected for this 

study. The purpose of doing so was to observe the simulation power of software for similar fabrics. 

One fabric was considerably different from others (see Table 1).  

 

Table 1.Textile Properties of fabric samples 

Fabric 

Code 

Yarn Types 

(warp/weft) 
Weave Type 

Yarn 

Density 

(warp/weft) 

Weight 

(g/m
2
 ) 

Composition 

A 
30/1 RNG  -  

30/1 RNG  
2/1 S Twill 52/29 168 %100 Cotton 

B 
30/1 RNG  -  

24/1 RNG  
2/1 S Twill 60/35 217 %100 Cotton 

C  

30/1 RNG  -  

30/1 RNG + 44 

DTEX EA 

2/1 S Twill 59/28 189 
%97 Cotton, %3 

Elastane 

D  

20/1 RNG  - 16/1 

RNG + 78 DTEX 

EA 

2/1 S Twill 53/23 264 
%98 Cotton, %2 

Elastane 

E  
37/2 RNG-37/2 

RNG 
Fishbone 19/18 215 %100 Wool 

2.1. Fabric Tests 

Fabric samples were conditioned in standard atmospheric conditions before testing (BS 5058, 1974) 

and cut into 36 cm of diameter circular patterns. Fabrics’ drape tests are done by Cusick drape meter 

[5]. Image analysis is the most reliable and accurate method to measure drape parameters [6]. 

Vangheluwe and Kiekens are the first scholars to make use of image analysing software to calculate 

drape coefficient(DC) by counting pixels [7]. 

In this research an open-access image analysis software, ImageJ [8] was used to calculate DC of 

test fabrics. A camera was placed on top of Cusick drape meter. Real drape images of fabrics were 

then transferred to the computer and analysed by Image J in order to calculate DC. Virtual drape 

coefficient was also calculated by Image J. Simulation software (Optitex) allows users to display top 

view of draped fabric. Top view of the simulation is used to calculate DC value.  

Mechanical testing of fabrics was done by Fabric Assurance by Simple Testing (FAST). FAST 

system was developed by CISRO in Australia to objectively measure fabric hand and the influence of 



 

 

 

 

 

 

fabric mechanics on garment performance [9]. Mechanical test results are necessary to create 

simulations of fabric drape.  

2.2. Real Drape and Virtual Drape  

We couldn’t picture fabric samples on Cusick drape meter from several angles because of the box 

construction of instrument. Therefore, a circular pedestal, exactly at same dimensions as Cusick drape 

meter’s disc size (18 cm diameter, 2 mm thickness) was developed. Samples are allowed to hang 

freely on pedestal and drape images of fabric samples are shot from four different angles (front, back, 

left and right) by a camera.  

To simulate fabric drape, a virtual pedestal, as same as actual pedestal, was created by a 

commercial 3D modelling software (3ds Max® by Autodesk) and imported into Optitex simulation 

software. 36 cm diameter digital fabric patterns were prepared by Optitex Pattern Making Suite. 

Finally, mechanical properties of fabrics measured by FAST system were converted to Optitex values 

to insert to simulation software. Optitex enable users to save simulation pictures from five different 

angles (front, back, left, right and top). 

 

 
Figure 1. Actual pedestal used 

to overlay circular fabrics 

 

 
Figure 2. Virtual pedestal created 

by 3dw Max 

 

Images of real drape and virtual drape are converted to 16 bit, sharpened and contrast enhanced by 

2% by ImageJ. The purpose of the image processing was to minimize effects of photo shooting such as 

light, colour and shadows.   

3. Results and Discussion  

Real drape images of fabric samples and their simulations are shown in figure 3 and 4 

As mentioned earlier, we calculated drape coefficients of fabric samples for real drape and virtual 

drape by image analysis method. Calculated DC values of real drape and drape simulation of fabrics 

are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Drape Coefficient (DC) values of real fabrics and fabric simulations 

 
Real DC (no 

unit) 

Virtual DC(no 

unit) 

Percentage 

Difference (%) 

A 0,41 0,49 +19,5 

B 0,60 0,39 -35,0 

C 0,52 0,30 -34,6 

D 0,71 0,57 -19,7 

E 0,28 0,45 +61,3 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

Figure 4. Drape simulations of fabrics 

from different views (created by 

Optitex) 

 

It is necessary to re-mention Kenkare and his colleagues’ study that is explained in depth in 

introduction part. Their approach is “simulation is successful if drape coefficient of simulation is ±15 

% of real drape” [4]. In Table 2, the percentage difference of real DC’s and virtual DC’s are given.  

According to the table, the simulations of Fabric A and D are the most accurate ones in terms of drape 

coefficients. However, they are still not within acceptable limits (±15 %) to be accepted successful. 

Fabric E simulation is far beyond the limits; therefore, it is the least accurate simulation according to 

the assumption.  

It is true that drape coefficient is not yet along enough to judge simulation accuracy. So, we also 

asked 27 people to match simulated images with real drape images and tried to understand subjective 

evaluation of simulation success.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Real drape images of 

fabrics from different views 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Results of real drape image and simulation image matching test (number of people) 

R
eal 

 Simulation 

 A B C D E 

A 7 7 5 8 0 

B 1 14 3 7 2 

C 11 1 5 6 4 

D 7 2 12 6 0 

E 1 3 2 0 21 

 

According to table 3, most of the subjects could match simulations of fabric B and Fabric E to their 

actual counterparts. (14 people for Fabric B, 21 people for Fabric E). For Fabric A, 26% of the 

subjects could match images while this ratio is 52 %, 19 %, 22 % and 77 % for Fabric B, Fabric C, 

Fabric D and Fabric E respectively. The average success rate of simulation is the mean of these values, 

which is 39 %. Subjective evaluation of the simulation quality confirms that Fabric B and E 

simulations are the closest to the real drape behaviour while the least successful simulation belongs to 

Fabric C.  

 

4. Conclusion 

In this study we observed drape behaviour of five different fabrics in reality and in virtual 

environment. The fabrics are tested mechanically by FAST system and these values are inserted in 

simulation software (Optitex).  Drape test of real fabrics were measured by Cusick drape meter and 

drape coefficients were measured by an image analysis software.  Real drape behaviours of circular 

fabrics were observed on a circular pedestal and images were saved from four different angles. To 

create drape simulations to correspond the real drape of fabrics, we first developed a 3D model of the 

circular pedestal. Finally, software created simulations of fabrics. Drape coefficients of virtual fabrics 

were calculated by image analysis. Real drape coefficients and virtual drape coefficients of fabrics 

were compared. According to this comparison, simulation software capability is poor to reflect drape 

coefficient property.  In addition to quantitative comparison, we also wanted to observe subjective 

evaluation of drape simulation. So that, drape images of real and virtual fabrics are shown to 27 

subjects and they are asked to match images. Even though, comparison of drape coefficient is 

substantially different for real and virtual drape, most of the subjects could match simulations to their 

actual counterparts correctly for Fabric B and Fabric E. The average success rate of simulation (only 

evaluating image matching capability of subjects) is calculated as 39%.  

The drape coefficient comparison and subjective matching of real and virtual drape images of 

tested fabrics showed that the simulation software (Optitex) is sufficient to some extend to reflect 

drape properties. However, it is a fact that users will not adapt to this new technology unless the 

simulation is lifelike realistic.   
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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to work out bases to predict properties for single layer 

flat woven fabrics depending on changes of construction phases. A structural model of cross-

section of single layered fabric is described based on the Pierce’s model. Form transformation 

of the yarn like straight, semi-arch and arch yarn is considered according to the alteration of 

yarn tension under the theory of Novikov. The value contributions to movement index of warp 

and weft yarn and their total moving ability in cross-sections at all structure phases of fabric 

are summarized. 

 

1. Introduction 

It is well known that woven fabrics in textile composites are extremely complicated materials and do 

not conform to any of the ideal parameters which normally are assumed in engineering structural 

analysis and mechanics [1, 4]. From the geometric viewpoint, the woven fabric mostly consists of 

cross-section of lines of two systems, located mutually perpendicularly. The smallest group of yarn 

interlacing, including all design of fabric, is called unit cells (or repeat) as illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Single coverage as minimal structure cell of woven structure. 

These cross-sections are transitions or passes depending on the place where they lie in the given 

crossing, above or below any line. According to the theory of Topology, woven fabric's interlacing can 

be considered as mathematical knots. Their mutual binding in pattern is considered as original 

topological criterion of evaluation of the fabric. 

 

2. Yarn form transformation on cross sections.  

The research in the field of single layer fabric structure, noticed that the changing phase of fabric’s 

structure influence the moving ability of the yarns in the fabric. The moving indicator, which is used 

[1, 3], considers only V-equilibrium phase of the fabric structure as described by the Novikov’s theory 

[2]. However, in this study the change of moving ability of threads in a fabric depending on the phase 

of the structure was investigated. 



It is well known that, woven fabric's cross-sections are formed as an interlacing structure, which 

consists of two systems of yarns that conditionally take flattened form of a straight line, and crimps 

like arches or semi-arches as it is illustrated in Figure 2.  

 

  

a) straight –straight 

 

b) straight – semi-arch 

 

  

c) arch – straight 

  

d) semi-arch – semi-

arch    

  

e)  semi-arch – arch    

  

f) arch – arch 

   

Figure 2.  All possible cross-sections of two yarns 

According to the study of woven fabrics geometry by Pierce’s model [4], two dimensional fabrics 

repeat were built up by superimposing linear and circular yarn segments to produce the desired shape. 

Hence, combinations of yarn cross-sections will be studied. First combination of pair is “straight-arch” 

(see Figure 2 (c)). 

It is admitted that the warp is maximum stretched and formed as a straight line, and weft crimp has 

the arch form. At the first phase, warp will be as much as possible tight [2], but the weft crimp will be 

in the form of maximal curved arch. Further, in the consequent phases, the arch form will be 

transformed, and on final IX phase, it will take the form of a straight line. 

The moment when yarn is transformed and allows some mobility to its pair is interesting. Weft, which 

is in the form of maximum curved arch in I phase, does not allow to move to its pair in any direction 

because its surrounds the pair as much as possible (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Pair of straight-arc 

 

The crimp of the weft loses the curvature in the subsequent phase, thus the surrounding degree of 

the pair decreases. Before the thread will take the form of a straight line, it will remain as an arch, but 



with different curvature. The transformation of the crimp into the straight line, which depends on the 

construction phase, is shown in Figure 5.  

As it can be observed in Figure 5 (a), the weft crimp with maximal bending across the warp at 

construction phase I does not allow any mobility space to the warp. The warp has been transformed 

and it has taken the form of arc as shown in Figure 5 (b) in phase II with less bending of warp. This 

transformation will continue with the changing of the phases, and the weft crimp will keep the form of 

arch in eight phases from phase I until VIII, but bending of the weft will vary (see Figure 5 (b, c, d, e, 

f, g, h). 

Similar situation happens in the case with a semi-arch as shown in Figure 6 (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h). It 

could be seen on a sample of «straight – semi-arch». As mentioned above, the warp is straight and the 

weft is in the form of "semi-arch" (see Figure 4).  
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Figure 4. Pair of straight – semi-arch 

 

At the first phase warp is at maximum tightened and takes the form of a "straight line", and the 

weft crimp is at maximum bending it as shown in Figure 6. Thus, it leaves open space for moving one 

part to the pair. As much number of phase increases, the weft crimp’s height around the warp will 

decrease, and to final IX phase weft will take the form of a straight line. Transformation of semi-arch 

into a straight line can be seen in Figure 6. In each subsequent construction phase, weft will remain 

semi-arch, until then it will reach IX phase and will take form of a straight line. 
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Yarn shape transformation depending to phase of construction 

 

 



Depending on the overlapping and cross-sections, the yarns of warp or weft can be formed as 

"straight line", "semi-arch" and "arch". Each yarn has two directions of mobility, and depending on the 

combination, the mobility degree changes.  Each yarn of the interlaced pair defines the mobility of the 

other one because the pair consists of two components. Hence, each position of the forming pair yarn 

gives a certain degree of mobility to the second one. 

The free moving possibilities of yarns in all three chances. "Straight line" gives to the pair 

possibility of moving in two directions. "Semi-arch" bends around its pair on half and by that, gives 

freedom of movement in one direction only. "Arch" – due to its constructive form, completely bends 

around the pair, and does not allow moving to its pair in any directions. 

For a quantitative evaluation of any overlapping, it is necessary to define contributions of each 

component. The general moving indicator of a pair “w” will be equal to the sum of contributions of 

warp and weft, and it looks as follows:  

w = warpw + weftw  (1) 

 

Each yarn in the pair has two directions of mobility, to the right and to the left side. Depending on 

the form, it can be straight line, “semi-arch” or arch shaped. Each yarn will allow some amount of 

freedom to the second yarn. Therefore, the straightened yarn allows the maximum degree of mobility 

to the second yarn it the pair in two directions, and its moving indicator is: straightw = 2. 

Semi-arch formed yarn due to its constructive form limits freedom for moving to the second yarn 

only in one direction, from the possible two directions, and allows moving possibility only in one 

direction. Its moving indicator is as follows:  

semiarchw = 1. 

 

The arch formed yarn completely bends around its pair making yarn and it does not give any 

possibility of moving to the second one. Its moving indicator is as follows:  

archw = 0 

 

The maximum contribution to the moving ability of the pair is imposed by straight yarn and its 

contribution is equal to «2», the highest indicator of moving ability of the pair will be in couple 

"straight -straight", and the moving indicator for this pair will be equal to «4», that is 

maxw = straightwarpw  + straightweftw   = 2 + 2 = 4 

 

The minimum contribution to the moving ability is in the couple arch-arch since the contribution of 

each component of the pair is equal to zero, accordingly its sum equals to zero as well. 

maxw = archwarpw  + archweftw   = 0 + 0 = 0 

 

Intermediate couples like "straight - semi-arch", "semi-arch - semi-arch" and "straight - arch" have 

respectively intermediate indicators in the range of 4 to 0, "4" is maximum, while "0" is minimum.  

Quantitative index exists for each form of yarn, which is called “movement index”. Depending on 

the position of pair making parties, the indicator of “move index” of yarn will be equal to "2", "1" and 

"0" accordingly.  

Having known the move index of each component in couples (Table 1) it is possible to calculate 

move index of any couple (Table 2), and further having summarized all cross-sections it is possible to 

calculate it for all unit cell the above given indicators are applicable for yarn couples, which are in the 

construction phase V.  

 



Table 1. Contribution unit to total moving 

 

Pair creators Unit of move index 

Straight 2 

Semi-arch 1 

Arch 0 

 

 

Table 2. Thread cross sections and their contribution to total moving ability of the pair 

 

№ Cross section Contribution of each 

part 

Total move index of cross-

sections 

1 straight - straight 2+2 4 

2 straight - semi-arch  2+1 3 

3 straight - arch  2+0 2 

4 semi-arch - semi-arch  1+1 2 

5 semi-arch- arch  1+0 1 

6 arch- arch  0+0 0 

 

The transformation of above-mentioned six types of couples and their movement index, depending 

on a construction phase is follows.  

a. The couple “straight – straight”: Such case takes place when some yarns of one system are 

passing over several yarns of the other system, for example in matt rib 4/4. In this couple of yarn, 

regardless of a construction phase, the indicator of movement index for each component will be 

maximum. Thus, if in couple one component is “straight”, it will provide the maximum freedom of 

movement to the second yarn. In other words, if “straight” component participates in a couple of 

yarns, it will provide movement freedom to another component of pair in two possible directions. In 

this case, the contribution of “straight” to the general move index equals to "2". In addition, the 

general indicator of movement index in a couple for all phases of the structure will be maximum, 

equal to "4".  

b. On other side, there is a couple “arch – arch”. This couple of yarns, consisting of arches bent 

around each other, practically has no space to move. At first sight, it is so, but this couple will be 

examined in more details and depending on change of number of construction phases. It is known that 

one component of pair will be straight at the first or ninth construction phase, despite of the form it 

had initially. In woven unit cell, it can be a warp at phase I or weft at the phase IX.  

However, by the phase change, tension and height of the crimp also changes and the yarn will change 

its form too. In this case, warp is curved as an arch form, in phase I yarn will be in the form of a 

straight line. Therefore, its movement index will be identical to the straight line, which is maximum 

"2". As the number of phase construction increases, the crimp of warp is increasing. Further, the warp 

will be transformed and finally will accept the initial form of arch to the last phase IX with the 

minimum movement index, which is equal to "0". The weft’s form transformation and its move index 

will change in opposite way. At the construction phase I the weft is in a maximally crimped form and 

the minimum movement index. It will gradually take the form of a straight line on the phase IX with 

maximum move index "2". In central phase V, heights of crimps and form of threads will be identical, 

and move index will be identical, equal to "1". The total move ability of couple in all possible 

structure phases will be equal to "2".  



c. The following couple of yarns, which we will analyzed, is a couple “straight – arch”. This couple 

consists of two opposite poles of yarn forms. Their elements were shown above. In this case, the warp 

is forming a straight line and weft is in an arch form. Quantitative indicators of movement index, 

which make this couple, will be identical as in the above seen cases. That means a straightened warp 

with the maximum indicator of movement index in all the ninth structure phases is equal to "2". The 

weft with arch form in the construction phase I will be transformed to straight line on phase IX, and an 

indicator of its movement index will change from "0" in the I phase to "2" in the phase IX. The total 

movement index of this couple increases from "2" on phase I to "4" in phase IX.   

d. Indicators of couple “straight - semi-arch” differ from the above mentioned. Depending on the 

construction phase, “semi-arch” also changes its form. In addition, in the case seen above, the warp 

will be “straight” and the weft will have “semi-arch” form. As it is seen above, the warp provides 

maximum degree of freedom to the couple of yarns in both directions that means movement index is 

equal to "2". In this case, the weft in the form of semi-arch partially bends around the warp and limits 

its freedom of movements. In the phase I of construction, this form bends around it’s the second yarn 

as much as possible, keeping “semi-arch” form. Leaving to the pair only one direction to move means 

that movement index of this element, in this case, will be equal to "1". Further, in another side – in the 

phase IX of construction, the weft takes the form of straight line due to high tension, and its 

contribution to the total move ability of the pair will be maximum "2". In all intermediate phases, there 

will be a yarn transformation from the greatest possible semi-arch form in phase I to a straight line in 

the phase IX. Contribution to the general move ability in each phase will increase from "1" at phase I 

to "2" in the construction phase IX. The move index of this yarn in central phase V is "1.5". The step 

between the subsequent phases equals to "0.125". The total move ability of this pair will increase from 

"3" on phase I to "4" in the last phase IX. 

e. Two identical forms of yarns participate in a unit cell of fabric as “semi-arch - semi-arch”. Both 

of these yarns change the location, that means a yarn, which was on the surface, passes down, and the 

second one passes from down into surface. Their movement index and curvature radii are identical at 

the phase V. However, behind of the equilibrium phase V, the bending radii of each yarn will be 

changed, one thus increases the bend, and another becomes “straight”. In all cases above, the warp will 

be at form of straight line at the first phase with the maximum movement ability. The weft at this 

phase will take the most curved form of “semi-arch”, and can provide to the other yarn mobility equal 

to "1". In other end phase, when the warp takes the form of the most curved “semi-arch” with a 

movement index equal to "1", weft will become “straight” because it will have a higher tightening and 

will make maximum contribution to the general movement ability.  

f. More difficult situation is observed with couple “semi-arch – arch”. The matter is that, as well as 

in couple “straight – arch” or a “straight - semi-arch”, components of this couple of yarns will not 

make equal contributions to the general move ability. If a “semi-arch” is a warp, and weft is in the 

form of an “arch”. At the first construction phase, the “semi-arch” is under more tension and looks 

“straight”. Further, by the evolution of construction phases, the warp will gradually accept the initial 

form. On the phase IX warp will take “semi-arch” form with the indication of move index equal to 

"1". The weft from the initial “arch” form at phase I will be back transformed to the phase IX and it 

will take the form of “straight” due to higher tension. The move index of the weft will change from 

"0" at the phase I to "2" to the phase IX. There are three possible forms of yarn and their changing of 

movement indexes is given in Table 3.  

 



Table 3.  Change yarn’s move index depending on a structure phase 
 

Form of the 

yarn 

Number of construction phase  

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX 

Straight 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Semi-arch 1 1,125 1,25 1,375 1,5 1,625 1,75 1,875 2 

Arch 0 0,25 0,5 0,75 1 1,25 1,5 1,75 2 
 

Summing the analysis, made above: all possible couples and changes of their movement indices  

depending on a construction phase are given in Table 4.  

 

Table 4. Summary table of values of contributions to move index of yarns of warp and weft, and their 

total move ability in cross-sections on all structure phases of fabric. 

Type of pairs, 

which imitate 

cross sections 

on construction 

phase V 

Move ability 

of the yarns 

in cross 

sections 

Number of construction phase 

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX 

 

«straight - 

straight» 

оw   2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

уw  
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

w  4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

 

«straight – 

semi arch» 

 

оw   2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

уw  
1 1,125 1,25 1,375 1,5 1,625 1,75 1,875 2 

w  3 3,125 3,25 3,375 3,5 3,625 3,75 3,875 4 

 

«straight - arch»  

 

оw   2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

уw  
0 0,25 0,5 0,75 1 1,25 1,5 1,75 2 

w  2 2,25 2,5 2,75 3 3,25 3,5 3,75 4 

 

«semi arch –

semi arch» 

оw   2 1,875 1,75 1,625 1,5 1,375 1,25 1,125 1 

уw  
1 1,125 1,25 1,375 1,5 1,625 1,75 1,875 2 

w  3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

 

«semi arch –

semi arch » 

 

оw   2 1,875 1,75 1,625 1,5 1,375 1,25 1,125 1 

уw  
0 0,25 0,5 0,75 1 1,25 1,5 1,75 2 

w  2 2,025 2,25 2,375 2,5 2,625 2,75 2,875 3 

 

«arch - arch» 

 

оw   2 1,75 1,5 1,25 1 0,75 0,5 0,25 0 

уw  
0 0,25 0,5 0,75 1 1,25 1,5 1,75 2 

w  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 



3. Conclusions:  

According to the results, considerable change of indicator of moving ability of arch and semi-arch, 

depending on change of a structure phase, is visible. This change is very important because during the 

calculation of some characteristics of woven fabrics the moving ability of yarns in it plays an essential 

role in the properties of textiles.  
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Abstract. Nowadays, the use of ultrasonic energy in textile wet processes at industrial-scale is
limited. It is largely due to the lack of understanding about design, operational and
performance characteristics of the ultrasonic bath, suitable for textile treatments. In the context
of this study, the effect of fabric position, as one of the design parameter, to the distribution of
acoustic pressure field in ultrasonic bath was investigated. The ultrasonic bath in the size
20×30 cm2 with one transducer at frequency 40 kHz was used in experiments. The cotton
fabric with 1 mm thickness was moved along vertical and horizontal directions of the
ultrasonic bath. The acoustic field and cavitation volume density in the bath is analyzed by
COMSOL Multiphysic. The cavitation volume density is calculated by comparing the pressure
points in the bath with cavitation threshold pressure. Consequently, it was found that the
position of the textile material in the ultrasonic bath is one of the most important factors to
achieve the uniform and maximum acoustic cavitation field. So, it should be taken into
consideration during the design of industrial-scale ultrasonic bath used in textile wet processes.

1. Introduction
Ultrasonic is the application of acoustic fields above audible frequency region. Ultrasonic fields have a
broad range of application areas like medical imaging, welding, cutting, surface treatment, material
synthesis and textile engineering [1]. The two fundamental effects of ultrasonic in fluidic
environments are used in textile treatment baths. One of them is the sonochemistry which is alteration
of chemical reactions by ultrasonic fields. And the other and widely used effect of ultrasound is the
acoustic cavitation. Fluid molecules are effected by compression and tension forces which induce peak
negative and positive pressure regions in MPa range due to the applied acoustic field [2]. This
alternating pressure field changes fluid molecules state to gas locally. These micro bubbles grow as the
pressure reduces and collapse.

Acoustic cavitation is a complex transition phenomenon and acoustic cavitation field which is map
of the local points of micro bubbles in the fluid depends on various parameters as density and speed of
sound in the fluid, surface tension of fluid, temperature of fluid, and geometry [3, 4].

In this paper, the dependence of cavitation to the place of the fabric is studied with the Finite
Element Modelling. The acoustic field and cavitation volume density in the bath is analyzed by
COMSOL Multiphysics. The cavitation volume density is calculated by comparing the pressure points
in the bath with cavitation threshold pressure [5].



2. Simulation Method
The ultrasonic bath with one transducer at frequency 40 kHz was modelled in 2 dimensions in
COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a software (Figure 1). The size of the bath was 20 × 30 cm2. The centre of
transducer was placed at nearly 0.1 cm in the x-axis in the light of our previous studies. Fabric was
modelled as cotton subdomain with a 1 mm thickness. It was assumed that ultrasonic bath was full
with water at 250C. Two different sets of simulations were done for the position of fabric at different
vertical and horizontal directions (Table 1). Time – harmonic analyses are done with frequencies of 40
kHz.

Figure 1. 2D Geometry of the ultrasonic bath with one transducer at frequency 40 kHz (a-Ultrasonic
transducer, b-bath (water at 250C), c-cotton fabric, d-pressure input boundary)

Table 1. Two different sets of simulations with the position of
the fabric at different vertical and horizontal directions of the ultrasonic bath

Trial No: A: B: Trial No: A: B:
1 1 4 7 1 14
2 1 6 8 4 14
3 1 8 9 7 14
4 1 10 10 10 14
5 1 12 11 13 14
6 1 14 12 16 14

A: The distance between the fabric and the bottom wall of the ultrasonic bath, cm
B: The distance between the fabric and the midpoint of the x-axis of the ultrasonic bath, cm

Pressure field in the bath was computed with Helmholtz equation (1) by Finite Element Method
[6]. ∇ + = 0 (1)

P is the acoustic pressure and k is the wave number which is defined by the ratio of angular
velocity to the speed of sound in the medium (w/c). The bath medium was assumed as homogenous
water.

The boundary condition for the water – air interface at the open surface on the top of bath was set
as soft boundary and all the metallic surfaces of the bath were defined as hard boundaries. The
pressure input to the system was set as a pressure input boundary on the interface between
piezoelectric disk and transducer horn. Pressure magnitude on the input boundary was calculated by
the following equation (2);



= 2 (2)

where p is the pressure magnitude, I is the power per area, and c are density and speed of sound in
the domain respectively.

3. Results
The total acoustic pressure distribution in the bath is shown in Figure 2 corresponding to the different
fabric positions at horizontal direction.

1 2

3 4

5 6

Figure 2. The Total Acoustic Pressure Distribution – The effect of the distance between the fabric and
the midpoint of the x-axis of the ultrasonic bath



Although the shape of total acoustic pressure distribution was similar to the various positions of the
fabric, as the distance between the fabric and the side boundaries of the bath decreased, the maximum
pressure that was induced in the bath increased from 200 kPa to 3 MPa. High pressure fields were
achieved near the fabric.

Local pressure magnitude in the bath was compared with a threshold pressure which was assumed
as the half of the maximum pressure. Percentage of pressure points exceeding the threshold is
calculated with the respect to the whole bath (Figure 3). Results showed that the percentage is
oscillating around 17.5% and hits a minimum at 0.11cm.

Figure 3. Percentage of higher pressure points compared with the threshold pressure as a function of
fabric movement along x-axis of the ultrasonic bath

As a result of our study, the maximum (nearly 21%) and homogeneous acoustic pressure
distribution was achieved, when the fabric was placed at 14 cm far away from the midpoint of x-axis
of the ultrasonic bath.

In the context of the second part of simulations, the fabric was placed at 14 cm far away from the
midpoint of x-axis of the ultrasonic bath. And the effect of the fabric movement along y-axis on to the
acoustic pressure distribution and magnitude was investigated (Figure 4).



7 8

9 10

11 12

Figure 4. Total Acoustic Pressure Distribution – The effect of the distance between the fabric and the
bottom wall of the ultrasonic bath

As seen from Figure 4 that the shape of total acoustic pressure distribution significantly changed
with the position along y-axis of the fabric. Generally, it can be said that as the distance between the
fabric and the bottom wall of the bath decreased, the maximum pressure that was induced in the bath
increased from 200 kPa to 1 MPa.

The same pressure percentage procedure was applied to the second set of simulations. Even though
there was an upward trend in pressure percentage as a fabric moves away from the bottom wall, there
were distinct locations that pressure percentage reached its maximums (Figure 5). When the fabric was
placed at 1 cm away from the bottom wall of the ultrasonic bath, the maximum percentage (nearly
20%) and the uniform acoustic pressure distribution was achieved.



Figure 5. Percentage of higher pressure points compared with the threshold pressure as a function of
fabric movement along y-axis of the ultrasonic bath

As a result of the study, it was found that the position of the fabric is important because it affects
the magnitude, the wave shape of pressure, and uniformity of acoustic pressure distribution.

4. Conclusion
Even though the thickness of fabric is thin compared to the size of geometry, the position of the fabric
has a disturbing effect on the distribution of acoustic field. Especially, when the fabric is too close to
the ultrasonic sources, fabric surface tends to limit the transmission of pressure into the bath. Thus, the
position and geometry of the fabric should be included in the design process of ultrasonic baths used
in textile wet processes.
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Abstract. In this paper we examine the possibility to simulate and study the behaviour of a
fiber-based Textile Transistor in a commercial TCAD system. We also examine the capability
of such transistors to operate in sufficiently low voltages, aiming to the potential realization of
low-voltage wearable textiles in the future. We have seen that it is potentially feasible to build
transistors which can operate in low voltages by using typical materials. Even if some of the
selected typical materials have to be replaced by others more suitable for practical use in the
textile industry, the simulation is a good starting point for estimating the device typical
operation and parameters.

1. Introduction
The ultimate target for the electronic textiles of the future is the complete integration of electronic
components and circuits into fibers and textile structures. Expectedly, the leading electronic
component in this research area of electronic textiles is the OFET (Organic Field Effect Transistor).
Following the tradition of naming each transistor type with an acronym, we introduced the acronym
TOFET (Textile Organic Field Effect Transistor) for those OFETs that are fabricated by using a textile
structure. Although the modelling and simulation of planar OTFT (Organic Thin Film Transistor) have
been thoroughly studied and well established in the current literature [1-3], the simulation of
cylindrical fiber-based TOFET is still a challenging task. Our research focuses in the TCAD modelling
and simulation of a cylindrical fiber-based TOFET, which potentially can be integrated into a textile
woven structure as suggested in numerous references [4-8].

Simulation scenarios have been performed in a commercial TCAD (Silvaco-ATLAS) tool [9]. The
simulation model is based in a cylindrical structure, which has been successfully applied and well
described in previous research works [4-8].

The gate is either a metallic fiber, such as aluminum and stainless steel [4,6,8] or an organic textile
fiber coated with a layer of metal or highly conductive polymer, such as PEDOT:PSS [5,7]. In our
model we selected the case of a textile fiber coated with a layer of copper. The material of the textile
fiber can theoretically be of any type and does not really affect the characteristics of the simulated
TOFET. We have also tested simulation scenarios by assuming the textile fiber as a cylindrical



vacuum, confirming that this assumption does not affect the final results and can be applied for
practical reasons in order to speed up the simulation computing cycles.

For the dielectric material we considered a thin layer of Silicon oxide which can be deposited to
encapsulate the gate [4,6]. Due to its stiffness silicon oxide is not an ideal dielectric for textile
transistors and can be replaced by other flexible organic materials with similar dielectric constants,
such as Poly-ethylene therephtalate [5], PVP (Poly vinyl phenol) [3,6] and Polyimide [3,8]. However,
in our simulation we used silicon dioxide since it is a typical gate dielectric used in semiconductors.

For the active layer (semiconductor) we selected Pentacene, mainly due to its (relatively) high
mobility and its broad acceptance in the construction of organic devices [2-5,8]. The Pentacene layer
can be applied by thermal evaporation as described in numerus papers [4-6,8].

Finally, for the source and drain contacts we have used Gold, which is the most commonly reported
in textile transistor implementations [4-8]. Generally, the source and drain contacts are formed by
depositing metals or conductive polymers on the active layer, by means of evaporation or soft
lithography techniques. A conductive polymer that could replace gold is PEDOT:PSS [8].

2. Simulations
Initially, we confirmed previous results by simulating OTFTs (figure 1) with characteristics (critical
region sizes and materials) resembling the textile organic cylindrical transistors of our interest
(displayed in figure 2). The simulation is based on models, parameters and measurements similar to
those of previous simulations in OTFTs [10-14]. More specifically, the Poisson’s equation, carrier
continuity equations and the drift-diffusion transport equations were concurrently solved in the
simulation. Langevin recombination rate is also included in recombination terms in the carrier
continuity equations [9]. A double exponential density of states distribution (DOS) in the organic layer
is assumed using the parameters NTD = 1.25 1019 cm-3 eV-1, kTTD = 0.038 eV (tail states) and NDD = 2.5
1017 cm-3eV-1, kTDD = 0.37 eV (deep states). We have also considered –in some cases- fixed interface
charges in the organic layer – oxide interface having densities about 1012 cm-2. The Poole-Frenkel
model has been used for the mobility estimation, which takes into account the electric field
dependency of the mobility (parameters hopp.beta=1.5 hopp.gamma=5E7 hopp.v0=1E11) [9]. The
low field electron mobility is set to 1 cm2/(Vs).

The initial device we considered had the following structural parameters: W = 120 μm (channel
width), L = 10 μm (channel length), tox = 300 nm (oxide thickness) and tact = 50 nm (active layer
thickness).

Figure 1. The bottom-gate OTFT architecture, used for the simulations.



Figure 2. A 3-D view of the cylindrical TOFET, resembling the TFET.

The organic material has a relatively high band gap (2.25 eV), a fact that makes accurate
simulations more laborious and probably a higher level of bits is needed in the simulations (such as 90
or 128 bits) to guarantee this. The affinity of the organic layer was set to 2.49 eV.

The simulations carried out in 2D were very fast (about 90 minutes for each device, estimating
typical input and output characteristics), while the 3D simulations had difficulties. The difference in
the size magnitude of  the yarn radius (~μm) and the layer’s thicknesses (~nm) created difficulties in
the mesh construction of the devices, when trying to obtain relatively good accuracy in all cases,
whilst best accuracy was required only in critical regions such as the active channel and the gate oxide.

In order to have the best possible results we considered two different (3D) meshes, one using the
DEVEDIT subprogram and one implementing the device within ATLAS. In both cases simulations are
conducted by ATLAS. In many cases the simulations stopped after several cut-backs of the simulator
and no results were achieved. We expected to have better results in the meshes constructed by
ATLAS, because we were able to design it using cylindrical coordinates (figure 3b), which fits perfect
to the geometry of the TOFET. However the DEVEDIT’s meshes were more effective (less cases that
stopped without finishing the simulations – thus without results). We tried also to gradually transit
from the orthogonal 3D nanowire transistor (figure 4) to the cylindrical one and see the possible
improvements in their electrical behaviour.

Figure 3. Different mesh approaches of the 3-D cylindrical TOFET a) using DEVEDIT (Orthogonal
coordinates) – hollow in the centre and b) using ATLAS (cylindrical coordinates).

(a) (b)



Figure 4. Rectangular structure of the TOFET (a), showing also the mesh used (b), created in
DEVEDIT.

3. Results and discussion
We restricted our simulations up to voltages of 10 V, to examine the possibility to use the device in
practical wearable textile applications. In figure 5a we can see the input characteristics of the OTFT
(drain current Id versus gate voltage Vg) with dimensions W = 120 μm, L = 10 μm, tox = 300 nm and
tact = 50 nm. In figure 5b we can see the output characteristic of the device (drain current Id versus
drain voltage Vd) for the same device.
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Figure 5. Input (a) and output (b) characteristics of the OTFT.

The device, as described in more details in reference [15], has a threshold voltage Vt = 2.33 V,
subthreshold slope SS = 297 mV/dec, on-current Ion= 3.5 10-5 A, off- current Ioff =5.9 10-15 A (both at
Vd=-10 V) and an Ion/Ioff ratio about 6 109, while the maximum transconductance is gm-max = 12.4 μS.
Comparison with the 3D TOFET only shows a (small) improvement in favour of the 3D nanodevice –
as expected – since the cylindrical structure has better electrostatic control, thus better electrical
characteristics of the device. For example the equivalent TOFET has SS = 280 mV/dec and Ion/Ioff = 8
109.

4. Conclusions
By using typical values for the device simulation of the TOFET, we have estimated the device’s
performance in a “best case scenario” prediction of quality TOFETs which can be fabricated in the

(a) (b)
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near future. These devices will be able to operate under 10 V, which is the operational voltage limit we
consider as suitable for potential wearable textile applications. We have omitted in our simulation
effects such as surface roughness of the layers, interface charges and high series resistances in the
devices. Thus, the simulation seems to be optimistic though still realistic. Furthermore, possible
improvements can trade off for the “optimistic assumptions” and even improve the total electrical
behaviour of the devices. Such improvements would be a better effective mobility in the devices – we
used 1 cm2/V/s, while higher values have been reported (about 5 cm2/V/s), in high quality transistors
using also pentacene. Another possibility is to use thinner gate dielectrics, or even high-k materials.
Moreover, the structure could change, by adding another gate between Source and Drain, making it a
double-gate device.
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Abstract. We used a commercial TCAD tool in order to simulate a cylindrical Textile Organic
Field Effect Transistor (TOFET) and study the impact of different critical region sizes in its
electrical characteristics. The simulation was based on models and parameters similar to those
of previous simulations in Organic Thin Film Transistors. We have seen that it is potentially
feasible to build transistors which can operate in low voltages by using typical materials. Even
if some of the selected typical materials have to be replaced by others more suitable for
practical use in the textile industry, the simulation is a good starting point for estimating the
device typical operation and parameters. By optimizing critical region sizes of the device we
conclude that the device should have an active layer thickness below 100 nm, channel length
around 10μm and gate oxide thickness as small as possible (300 nm or less),  in order to have
optimum transistor performance.

1. Introduction
Previous research works in the area of electronic textiles have proved the possibility to construct
Textile Organic Field Effect Transistors (TOFETs). More specificaly, fibre-based transistors can be
fabricated by applying diferrent material layers on conventional textile fibres [4-8]. In our work we
tried to simulate and evaluate the performance of a cylindrical fibre-based transistor by using a TCAD
modelling - simulation tool [9]. Although the simulation of planar OTFT (Organic Thin Film
Transistor) has been thoroughly studied [1-3], the literature regarding simulation of cylindrical fiber-
based TOFET is still poor. Simulations are expected to give more ideal results, regarding the electrical
characteristics (figure of merits) of the electronic devices, when compared with the real devices
measured in the laboratory. However, simulation can be a very helpful tool for designing, predicting
the performance and optimizing the device prior its construction in the laboratory, thus, facilitating the
setting of targets that potentially can be achieved in the laboratory.

Our target was initially to achieve a “functional” (reliable and fast) simulation of the cylindrical
TOFET, in order to evaluate the peculiarities, difficulties and restrictions of the simulation, and
subsequently to examine, in a semi - theoretical approach, the feasibility to fabricate a TOFET
operating under low voltages, which is extremely important for future applications in electronic
wearable textiles.



2. Simulated Devices
Regarding the materials used in the simulations, for the gate we considered a textile fiber coated with a
layer of Copper. Alternatively, it could be used as coating layer of another highly conductive metal
such as aluminum or a pure metallic stainless steel fibre [4,6,8]. For a fully organic device, textile the
fiber can be coated with a layer of highly conductive polymer such as PEDOT:PSS [5,7]. For the
dielectric material we considered a thin layer of Silicon oxide which can be deposited on the previous
layer in order to encapsulate the gate [4,6]. Although silicon oxide due to its stiffness is not ideal for
textile transistors, we have selected it because it is the typical gate dielectric used in semiconductors
and hence was considered as more reliable for our first simulations approach. However, it can be
replaced by other flexible organic materials with similar dielectric constants, such as Poly-ethylene
therephtalate [5], PVP (Poly vinyl phenol) [3,6] and Polyimide [3,8]. For the active layer
(semiconductive material) we selected Pentacene, mainly due to its relatively high mobility and its
broad acceptance in the construction of organic devices [2-5,8]. Finally, for the source and drain
contacts we selected Gold, which is the most commonly used in the implementations textile transistor
in the laboratory [4-8]. For a fully organic device, gold can be replaced by a conductive polymer such
as PEDOT:PSS [8].

Initially, we simulated a typical 2D top-contacted-bottom-gate OTFT (figure 1) in accordance with
previous research works [10-14] and with characteristics (critical region sizes and materials)
resembling the textile organic cylindrical transistors of our interest.

The structural parameters (critical region sizes) we considered for the initial 2D device, were,
channel width W = 120 μm, channel length L = 10 μm, oxide thickness tox = 300 nm and active layer
thickness tact = 50 nm. For the 3D cylindrical TOFET the channel width depends on its radius (W≈
2πR), thus by considering a radius of 20 μm the channel width is about 125 μm, which is close to the
channel width of the 2D device, while all the other critical region sizes are same to the 2D device.

Figure 1. 2D top-contacted-bottom-gate OTFT.



Figure 2. 3D cylindrical TOFET.

The organic material has a relatively high band gap of about 2.25 eV, a fact that makes the
simulations more laborious and creates the need to use a higher level of bits, such as 90 or 128 bits, in
order to achieve accuracy. In our simulations we set the affinity of the organic layer to 2.49 eV.

The simulations carried out in the 2D model are very fast (about 90 minutes for each device,
estimating typical input and output characteristics), while the 3D simulations exhibit difficulties.

In order to have the best possible results, we utilized two different models for the construction of
the 3D-meshes. The first one was implemented in the DEVEDIT subprogram of the ATLAS tool and
is based in orthogonal coordinates (figure 3a), while the second one was implemented directly in the
ATLAS tool and is based in cylindrical coordinates (figure 3b). In both cases simulations are
conducted by ATLAS. In many cases the simulations stopped after several cut-backs, without reaching
to a result. Although we expected better performance in the meshes constructed by ATLAS, because
cylindrical coordinates fit perfect to the cylindrical geometry of the TOFET, the DEVEDIT’s meshes
were actually more effective, with less failures in finishing the simulations.

Usually the maximum number of nodes in a simulated device mesh is about 200000, while 25 to 40
planes are enough.

In the particular case of cylindrical TOFETs, the difference in the size magnitude of the core fibre
radius (~μm) and the layer’s thicknesses (~nm) created difficulties in the mesh construction of the
devices, since best accuracy was required only in the very thin critical regions, such as the active
channel and the gate oxide, and not in the entire volume of the simulated device which also includes
the very large space occupied by the fibre. For this reason, we have also tested simulation scenarios by
assuming the textile fiber as a cylindrical vacuum (figure 3a), confirming that it does not affect the
final results and thus can be applied for practical reasons in order to speed up the simulation
computing cycles.

We also simulated an orthogonal GAA (gate-all-around) 3D nanowire transistor (figure 4) and
gradually transit it to a cylindrical one in order to see possible improvements in the electrical behavior.



Figure 3. Different mesh approaches of the 3-D cylindrical TOFET a) using DEVEDIT (Orthogonal
coordinates) – hollow in the center and b) using ATLAS (cylindrical coordinates).

Figure 4. Orthogonal 3D nanowire transistor (Gate All Around – GAA) created in DEVEDIT,
rectangular structure of the TOFET: (a) solid view, (b) mesh view.

3. Models considered in the simulation
The Poisson’s equation, carrier continuity equations and the drift-diffusion transport equations were
concurrently solved in the simulation. Langevin recombination rate is also included in the carrier
continuity equations [9].

A double exponential density of states distribution (DOS) in the organic layer is assumed using the
parameters NTD = 1.25 1019 cm-3 eV-1, kTTD = 0.038 eV (tail states) and NDD = 2.5 1017 cm-3eV-1, kTDD

= 0.37 eV (deep states), as depicted in figure 5.
We have also considered -in some cases- fixed interface charges in the organic layer – oxide

interface having densities up to 1012 cm-2.
The Poole-Frenkel model has been used for the mobility estimation, which takes into account the

electric field dependency of the mobility (parameters hopp.beta=1.5 hopp.gamma=5E7
hopp.v0=1E11) [9]. The low field electron mobility is set to 1 cm2/(Vs).



Figure 5. Double exponential DOS of the TOFET, both for donors and acceptors.

4. Typical results
The electrical behavior of the aforementioned device (W = 120 μm, L = 10 μm, tox = 300 nm, tact = 50
nm), restricted to voltages less than 10 V, is presented in figures 6a (input characteristics) and 6b
(output characteristics). Analyzing the input characteristics we estimated (for this device) the values of
the threshold voltage Vth = 2.33 V, the subthreshold slope SS = 297 mV/dec, the on-current Ion = 3.5
10-5 A and the off-current Ioff = 5.9 10-15 A. The Ion/Ioff ratio is about 6 109, while the maximum
transconductance is gm-max = 12.4 μS.

Figure 6. Typical Input (a) and output (b) characteristics of the TOFET.

5. Device optimization
The influence of the critical region sizes and construction parameters in the performance of the

simulated device has been studied, by simulating devices which differ in these characteristics and
comparing their performance by means of figures of merit for the devices.

In respect to the active layer thickness tact, we observe that smaller tact results in smaller threshold
voltage (Vth) and subthreshold slope (SS). For tact larger than 100 nm there is no significant change in
both parameters (figure 7a). The on-current remains about the same, whilst there is a great change in



the off-current with significant impact in their ratio Ion/Ioff. The Ion and Ioff are defined as the drain
currents at Vg equal to -10 and 0 V respectively at high Vd (-10 V). We observe that Ion/Ioff ratio
becomes better for smaller active layer thickness (figure 7b).

Figure 7. (a) Threshold voltage and Subthreshold slope versus tact , (b) On-current, off-current and
their ratio versus tact.

Maximum transconductance is improved in lower tact, with optimum performance observed in tact

smaller than 100 nm (figure 8).

Figure 8. Maximum transconductance versus tact.

By changing the channel length L, we observe that within the range of 5-30 μm, the SS remains
about at 300 mV/decade, and there is a relatively small change in Vth (figure 9a). The currents Ion, Ioff

and their ratio become higher as L gets smaller (figure 9b). Maximum transconductance gets
significantly higher as L gets smaller (figure 10).
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Figure 9. (a) Threshold voltage and Subthreshold slope versus channel length L , (b) On-current, off-
current and their ratio, versus channel length L.

Figure 10. Maximum transconductance versus channel length L.

Regarding the oxide layer thickness tox, we observe a linear trend in both Vth and SS for tox between
100 nm and 500 nm (figure 11a). Considering Ion, Ioff currents and their ratio, obviously the devices
perform better at smaller tox (figure 11b), and the same happens with the maximum transconductance
gm-max (figure 12).

We also examined the influence of different metal gates (figure 13a) and the existence of interface
charges to the (figure 13b) input characteristics of the devices. Both metal gate work function and the
interface charges (between the channel and the insulator) affect directly the threshold voltage, and
subsequently the rest of the electrical characteristics of the devices.
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Figure 11. (a) Threshold voltage and Subthreshold slope and (b) on-current, off-current and their ratio
(at Vd = -10 V), versus oxide thickness tox.

Figure 12. Maximum transconductance versus oxide thickness tox.

Figure 13. (a) Metal gate work function, (b) Interface charges
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7. Conclusions
We have initially estimated the device’s performance in a “best case scenario” prediction of quality
TOFETs which can be fabricated in the near future assuming typical values and parameters. Further
improvement has been achieved by optimizing critical region sizes of the device such as channel
width, channel length, gate oxide thickness and active layer thickness. For best electrical performance
we concluded that the device should have an active layer thickness below 100 nm and gate oxide
thickness as small as possible (300 nm or less). A channel length around 10μm is optimal, but even
larger transistors will have fairly good performance, which is convenient for textile constructions.
Most important, all these devices will be able to operate under 10 V, which is the operational voltage
limit we set -considering power supply and human safety issues- as suitable for potential wearable
textile applications.
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Abstract. The heat and mass transfer through the garment to maintain the heat balance
between the human body and the environment is dependent on the air gap thickness underneath
the garment, which in turn is affected to a great extent by the body movement. Therefore, in
this study, 3D garment simulation software was quantitatively validated by comparing the air
gap thickness results obtained for stationary postures simulated by 3D simulation software and
measured with 3D scanning method. The aim was to assess the capability of 3D garment
simulation software to accurately determine air gap thickness distribution. Moreover, the effect
of differences between air gap thickness of real and virtual garments on the thermal resistance
of the garments was evaluated for individual body regions. It was found that the agreement
between the two methods was within the range of 10 mm for air gap thickness. This difference
resulted in small differences in thermal resistance for tight (up to 0.025m2K/W) and loose fit
(up to 0.013m2K/W).
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1. Introduction
The clothing has a basic function to protect human body from external hazards and to keep it in a state
of well-being [1]. The protective performance and comfort characteristics of clothing are not only
affected by the isolative properties of the fabric used in the garment but also by the trapped air layer
underneath the garment as well as the adjacent air layer above the garment [2, 3]. To date, the
determination of air gap thickness was done on manikins which were in stationary postures using
advanced 3D scanning methods [4-7]. Newly developed 3D scanners enable to evaluate the
distribution of the air gap thickness on garments during movement by capturing up to 15 frames per
second. However, the derivation of the air gap thickness between the skin and the garment would be
impossible due to the poor posture and movement control (nude and dressed bodies need to be of
exactly same shape for imposition and calculation of the parameters). On the other hand, 3D garment
simulation software allows the simulation of the nude body as well as the garment on the body in



desired static posture or during movement [8]. Based on these data, the air gap thickness for moving
body can be calculated using 3D simulation tool. However, there is no quantitative validation of such
tools in the literature. Therefore, the aim of this study was to quantitatively validate the 3D garment
simulation software Fashionizer (MIRALab, Switzerland) by comparing the air gap thickness results
obtained from this simulation software with the ones obtained from 3D scanning method to assess the
capability of this tool to determine the air gap thickness distribution. Moreover, the effect of
differences between the air gap thickness of real and virtual garments on the thermal resistance of the
garments was evaluated for individual body regions to evaluate the significance of the 3D garment
simulation software.

2. Methods
In this study, sweatpants in three different fits (tight, regular and loose) made out of knitted single
jersey fabric (98% cotton (CO) and 2% Elastane (EL)) were used to confection the actual garments
and to simulate the virtual garments. The physical properties of the fabric, such as weight, thickness,
friction coefficient, bending and tensile strength, were characterized for the garment simulation. The
properties of the knitted fabric are presented in Table 1.

The measurement of weight was done using a precision scale (according to ISO 9073-1:1989 [9])
and the measurement of thickness was carried out using Franc thickness tester (according to ISO
5084:1996 [10]). The “tilted plane” method was used to measure the friction coefficient of fabric. The
angle when the fabric started to slide down was analyzed and the tangent of this angle was recorded as
the static friction coefficient [8]. The bending property of the fabric was measured using the hanging
(pear) loop length test in weft and warp directions [11]. The tensile strength of the fabric was
characterized using TIRAtest 2703 (TIRA GmbH, Germany) in warp, weft and shear directions,
separately.

Table 1. The properties of the fabric and the ease allowances of
the garments used in the presented study.

Measured parameters
of the sampled fabric

Single jersey (98% CO and
2% EL)

Weight (g/m2) 225
Thickness (mm) 0.7
Friction coefficient to skin 0.53
Bending weft (N.m10-6) 0.6
Bending warp (N.m10-6) 1.2
Tensile strength weft (N/m) 200
Tensile strength warp (N/m) 120
Tensile strength shear (N/m) 100

To demonstrate the reliability of the 3D garment simulation software for the determination of the
air gap thickness, a quantitative validation was done by comparing air gap thicknesses determined
from the simulated avatar wearing virtual clothing with air gap thicknesses determined with actual
garments on a motionless male manikin using 3D scanning and post-processing methods, described in
previous studies [4]. Artec MHT 3D body scanner (Artec Group, USA), Fashionizer software and
Geomagic Control 2015 (3D systems, USA) as further post-processing software were used in this
study [4, 8].

To simulate the garments in 3D simulation software, the digitalization of the 2D patterns was
necessary. The 2D paper patterns of the garments were fixed on a digitalization board (Lectra, France)



and traced to obtain the virtual pattern in CAD software. For the 3D simulation of garments, the
scanned body of manikin, virtual garment patterns and the characterized fabric properties were
imported to the 3D simulation software. The virtual pattern pieces were placed around the avatar in so
called T posture and virtually tailored. The garment was allowed to drape on the avatar and exported
as obj file to Geomagic Control 2015 (3D systems, USA) for further post-processing [4]. The ease
allowances of the sweatpants are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Ease allowances of the garments used in the presented study.

Garment
Ease allowances (cm)

Hip Thigh Lower legs

Sweatpants in tight fit 6 3 -3
Sweatpants in regular fit 6 6 5
Sweatpants in loose fit 9 10 12.5

Moreover, the air gap thicknesses determined from actual and virtual garments were used in a
steady state heat transfer model reported by Mert et al. [3] to assess the differences in the thermal
resistance of the garments for individual body regions of real and virtual garments, such as anterior
and posterior pelvis and thigh, shin and calf. The simulation was done under the air temperature of
20°C, skin temperature of 35°C, relative humidity of 50% and air velocity of 0.15 m/s for a single
fabric layer with thermal resistance (Rct) of 0.022m2K/W.

3. Results
Figure 1 presents the Tukey mean-difference plot (the difference of the air gap thickness of both
methods on y-axis against the average of the air gap thickness of both methods on x-axis) for the air
gap thickness observed in actual and virtual sweatpants for three different fits (tight, regular and
loose). Additionally, the differences in the thermal resistance of real and virtual garments for tight and
loose fits are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 1 Tukey mean-difference plot for air gap thickness of actual and virtual sweatpants.



Figure 2 The thermal resistance of the real and virtual sweatpants for individual body regions.

4. Discussion
The presented study showed that the 3D simulation software was sensible enough to observe the
differences in air gap thickness obtained from the virtual garment over body regions. The change in
the air gap thickness of virtual garments over body regions followed the same trend as the real
garments. For both air gap thickness results from real and virtual garments, the air gap thickness was
smaller for convex body regions such as pelvis, anterior thigh and calf, whereas it was larger for
concave body regions such as posterior thigh and shin.

The validation results showed that the agreement between the two methods was within a range of
10 mm for air gap thickness (Figure 1). It was observed that larger air gap thicknesses at the loose
sweatpants let to more inaccurate results, as shown by the greater difference between the methods for
larger air gap thickness. The reason for this difference between the air gap thickness of real and virtual
garments is that the real garments were placed on the waist as it would be in reality, whereas it was not
possible to place the waist line of the sweatpants (pin the garment on the manikin) at the desired place
on the manikin using 3D simulation software. As a result, the distance between the elastic belt of the
real garment and the belly button of the manikin was 5cm, whilst it was 2.5 cm between the belt of
virtual garment and simulated manikin. However, as shown on figure 2, the differences in air gap
thickness of actual and virtual garments (tight and loose fit) had only marginal effect on the thermal
resistance for tight (up to 0.025m2K/W) and loose fitted garments (up to 0.013m2K/W), which proved
the reliability and significance of 3D garment simulation software for lower body garments.

5. Conclusion
This study addressed for the first time the quantitative validation of 3D garment simulation software.
Moreover, in this study, the analysis of error was related comprehensively to the thermal resistance of
the garment. The differences between the two methods were within the range of 10 mm for the air gap
thickness, which had only small effect on the thermal resistance of the tight (up to 0.025m2K/W) and
loose fitted garments (up to 0.013m2K/W). These results prove the reliability and significance of 3D
garment simulation software for lower body garments.
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Abstract. This work proposes the creation of models of surfaces using a parametric computer 

modelling software to obtain three-dimensional structures in weft knitted fabrics produced on 

single needle system machines. Digital prototyping, another feature of digital modelling 

software, was also explored in three-dimensional drawings generated using the Rhinoceros 

software. With this approach, different 3D structures were developed and produced. Physical 

characterization tests were then performed on the resulting 3D weft knitted structures to assess 

their ability to promote comfort. From the obtained results, it is apparent that the developed 

structures have potential for application in different market segments, such as clothing and 

interior textiles. 

1.  Introduction 

Computational modeling programs are part of innovative and fundamental technologies to engineer 

complex geometric shapes and designs which extend the control and the interaction of functions and 

processes in a project to the designers [1]. Since an object can comprise many elements, where mutual 

relations influence and continuously determine the whole structure functioning, three-dimensional 

complex systems can be designed and engineered beyond the surface expressions or the object’s 

structure [2].  

In the textiles area, where innovation is paramount and the development of higher added-value 

products fulcral to remain competitive and compensate the pace of business and markets decline due 

to the global economic environment, such creative resources can promote the generation of  novel 

structures and surfaces [3]. 

In this context, the parametric tool can be, not only a creative solution to problems encountered in 

the field of product design and architecture, but also, a projectual tool in the area of textile and fashion 

design.  

In this paper, the digital modeling tool is used to support the parametric design of knitted fabric 

patterns development. The purpose is to emphasize the three-dimensionality of surfaces, which can 

influence fabrics comfort-related properties resulting in textile products that can be used in different 

application areas. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  State of the art 

Three-dimensional (3D) surface design represents an important area in textile design, since it will 

produce an effect in the aesthetic appearance of the fabrics, but it also may influence their physical 

properties and thus, alter its performance.  

According to Ujiie [4], the first computer system specific to textile design was introduced in 1967 

by IBM and was developed for Jacquard knitting and textile printing machines. Only in the 1980s 

textile designers had access to personal computer systems equipped with design software for creative 

product development [4]. Nevertheless, for Lamar [5], a CAD system is basically a tool that allows a 

fashion designer to perform and visualize her/his work in an optimized and appealing style to the 

market.  

Parametric design implies representing the design intent through a series of associative operations, 

controlled by parameters [6]. The basis of parametric design is the generation of geometric shapes 

combined to each other and the establishment of the formal relation they maintain with each other. 

Associated with parametric design in building structures is an important process - generative design - 

which can be considered a methodological component of parametric design [2,7,8]. Through 

generative design, the designer is not concerned on solving a particular problem in a specific context, 

but on defining a method that allows solving similar problems in different contexts and with slightly 

different characteristics [7]. Conceptually, parametric design includes the generative design and the 

designer's approach or intention, since it uses parameters to define results and differentiates concepts 

[9].  

These capabilities enable the use of parametric design as a projectual tool to automatically generate 

novel textile structures and surfaces, making it possible to overcome the present limitations of 

machines’ CAD systems. 

3.  Materials and Methods 

The variety of structures that can be obtained with weft knitting, just considering single needle system 

machines, is quite considerable and the present CAD systems do not offer the possibility of 

automatically generate new structures. Therefore, to explore parametric design in the generation of 3D 

surface shapes, knitted structures were considered as a case study. Besides aesthetic aspects, the 

change in some parameters, which lead to different shapes and surfaces, will also influence the 

functional behaviour of the knitted fabrics associated to comfort.  Therefore, this work involved the 

following steps: use of a specific software – Rhinoceros and Grasshopper – to generate the simulated 

shapes; translation of the shapes into 3D knitted shapes, using the proprietary CAD software of the 

knitting machine (Merz seamless machine); production of samples, and characterization of comfort-

related physical properties, namely thermal properties, air and water vapour permeability and 

compressibility. The following paragraphs will briefly describe each one of the above mentioned steps 

and section 4 will present and discuss the characterization results. 

Rhinoceros 3D © V5 is a three-dimensional modelling software which was used in conjunction 

with the Grasshopper plug-in, a generative creation tool for Rhinoceros. The software and plug-in 

work together, and the structure is created in Grasshopper and viewed in the Rhinoceros interface. 

Initially, a geometric solid is created at the Rhinoceros interface. The first solid is generated using 

three-dimensional square shapes that are joined into a single geometry, forming a new complex 

geometric figure. This geometric solid is the pattern motif (or structural cell in the knitted structure) 

that will be repeated to virtually form the fabric surface. Keeping the Rhinoceros interface, a base 

surface for virtual representation of a fabric section is developed. The first structure created is applied 

on this surface and by changing the parameters in the Grasshopper plug-in, the surface of that section 

is changed. Figure 1 briefly illustrates the method described. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Method for obtaining the surface structures to be transformed in weft knitted fabric with 

two variations based on H2. 

 

The next step consists in translating these surfaces to weft knitted structures. By combining the 

basic weft knit loops – knit, miss and tuck loops, it was possible to replicate the 3D shapes obtained 

with parametric modelling. In particular, knit and miss loops in alternate columns were used to obtain 

a raised effect in the weft knitted surface. Since integration of the Rhinoceros software with the 

Merz’s Multi Pattern Editor software was not possible, the simulated drawings were inserted in the 

knitting machine through the reproduction of the planned design in the structural cell of the machine 

software. The areas with volume in the 3D simulation were identified as alternating columns of knit 

and miss loops (black and grey) and the areas without volume were identified by plain knit (solid 

grey). Figures 2, 3 and 4 illustrate the three selected structures for production and the resulting fabrics.  

To transfer this pattern motif or structural cell to the Merz’s Multi Pattern Editor software it was 

necessary to split this pattern motif into four parts, resulting in squared spaces that would be filled 

with four parts of the pattern motif (figure 2). The visual result obtained in the fabric (figure 2.D) was 

very similar to the digitally simulated image in the Rhinoceros 3D software. The weft knitted fabric 

developed  in the circular knitting machine with knit and miss loops achieved the intended three-

dimensionality. 

To produce the fabrics, a full jacquard seamless weft knitting machine MERZ model MBS was 

used, with a E28 gauge, diameter of 13” and 1152 latch needles. The yarn used was a polyamide 78 

dtex multifilament yarn and a  bare elastane 44 dtex monofilament using plating technique. The loop 

length was 0.28 cm. It is important to note that the 3D surface effect on jersey based structures appears 

on the technical back of the knitted fabric.  

 

 
Figure 2. A - Rhinoceros 3D simulation of H2 weft fabric; B - Design transferred to knitting 

machine’s representation; C - pattern motif repetition ; D - 3D effect on H2 (technical back); E – 

technical front of  H2. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. A - Rhinoceros 3D simulation of H2A weft fabric; B - Design transferred to knitting 

machine’s representation; C - pattern motif repetition ; D - 3D effect on H2A (technical back); E – 

technical front of  H2A. 

 
Figure 4. A - Rhinoceros 3D simulation of H2B weft fabric; B - Design transferred to knitting 

machine’s representation; C - pattern motif repetition ; D - 3D effect on H2B (technical back); E – 

technical front of  H2B. 

 

 

In the last step the 3D fabrics produced were characterized in terms of comfort-related properties to 

better assess their potential applicability. Thermal properties, compressibility, air permeability and 

water vapour permeability were selected as the most relevant comfort factors. Thermal properties were 

evaluated using the Alambeta instrument, according to ISO EN 31092-1994 standard procedure. Air 

permeability was evaluated according to NP EN ISO 9237:1997 using the Textest FX 3300 

instrument. The water vapour permeability was assessed under ISO 11092: 2014 standard and with a 

Shirley Water Vapour Permeability Tester M261. Knitted fabrics thickness (NP EN ISO 5084:1996 

using a Thickness Gauge M034A) and mass per unit area (NP EN 12127:1999) were also 

characterized. 

4.  Results and Discussion 

The functional performance, in terms of comfort-related properties, of the three-dimensional fabric 

samples produced H2 and variations H2A and H2B is presented in table 1 and figure 5.  

 

Table 1. Average values for the properties evaluated on the knitted structures developed with 

parametric modelling. 
 

Fabric 

Mass per 

Unit area 

 

 (g/m2) 

 

Thickness 

 

(mm) 

Air 

Permeability 

 

(l/m2/s) 

Water Vapour 

Permeability 

(WVP) index  

(%) 

Thermal 

Conductivi

ty 

(W/m.K) 

Thermal 

Diffusivity 

 

(m²/s) 

Thermal 

Absorptivity  

 

(Ws½/m.K) 

Thermal 

Resistivity 

 

(m².K/W) 

Thermal 

Flux 

 

(W/m²) 

H2 373 3.80 440 91.8 49.72 0.24 101.54 64.76 0.36 

H2A 567 3.58 389 81.0 53.98 0.30 98.10 67.10 0.28 

H2B 425 3.34 303 91.3 53.86 0.15 142.20 49.42 0.49 

 

From the results depicted in table 1, it is apparent that the changes produced in the fabrics due to 

parametric variations resulted in differences in the basic characteristics of the knitted fabrics and on 

some of the comfort-related physical properties. In general, changes in the structure greatly increased 

the mass per unit area. The WVP index, thermal conductivity and air permeability were the comfort 

parameters that demonstrated the slighest differences. In what concerns compressibility, figure 5, it is 

clear that the compression behavior largely depends on the structure design. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Fabric compressibility for structures H2, H2A e H2B. 

 

5.  Conclusions 

Digital modeling is a tool that enables the creation and visualization of a product before being 

physically processed. Through the parametric and generative design, small variations in the parameters 

lead to the generation of a diversity of products. Although the surfaces developed for this work were 

created in the software Rhinoceros 3D to be applied directly in the knitting software, it was necessary 

to adapt the designs developed to the software of the weft knitting machine. For that, the drawing was 

inserted by recreating it in this software, splitting in four parts the pattern motifs or structural cell. The 

case study showed structures with significant changes in some physical properties, just by slightly 

changing some design parameters. Thus, it is possible to state that parametric computer modelling can 

be a valuable tool for proposing new 3D structures, since it can generate several possibilities which 

can then be selected according to the application needs.The measurement of some physical properties 

helped to elucidate the possible uses of the fabrics. The yarn characteristics and loop length have not 

been varied, but the different structures created have variations in thickness and surface design, which 

are responsible for the difference in results. In conclusion, the development of three-dimensional 

fabrics in the weft knitting machine through the generation of surfaces in the digital modeling software 

proved to be of great value, since the time spent to create surfaces was decreased and the design 

options were easier to improve.  
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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to propose a method to simulate the yarn loop formation 
for terry woven towels taking into account the movements in the weaving process. In 
accordance with this purpose, the structural properties of 27 type systematically produced terry 
woven fabrics, which had three different pile warp count, three different weft setting and three 
different pile ratio, were analyzed before and after pile formation. The changing of pile form 
was observed on the jaw moving platform, and pile formation steps in the terry weaving 
process were simulated.  
Keywords: Terry woven, terry towel, terry loop formation, simulation. 

1.  Introduction 
Terry fabric is an important part of textile products which holds a major place in daily life with 
different end-use purposes. Terry fabrics are constructed with loop pile on one or both sides of the 
surface, and they can be produced by both weaving and knitting techniques. Terry weaving process is 
the first invented method and still holds the major share [1]. During terry weaving process, the pile 
yarns are under tension as a result of movements and deformations. Thus the decisions about terry 
woven fabric structure and properties should be made before the production.  

Modelling and simulating of terry woven fabrics provide significantly facilitation for decision of 
the appropriate structure and shorten the development process. For this reason many researchers have 
focused on the designing and modelling of the terry woven fabric in recent years [2-6]. However, the 
researchers generally used grey or finished fabric for the model development and tried to simulate 
fabric behavior. In this study, it is aimed to simulate the behavior of the realistic pile loop taking into 
account production process of terry weaving loom and formation steps of pile loop by measuring the 
dimensions of the pile threads unraveled from finished terry towels. 

2.  Materials and methods 
In this study, three identical groups of 27 type terry woven fabrics, which had three different pile warp 
counts, three different weft settings and three different pile ratios were systematically produced. 
Ground warp and ground weft yarns of the fabrics were chosen as Ne 20/2 and Ne 16/1 carded cotton, 
respectively. The fineness of the carded cotton pile warp yarns were chosen as Ne 16/1, Ne 20/1 and 
Ne 20/2, which are commonly used counts in the market. The basic properties of the loop yarns, which 
were measured by the Uster Tester 5 according to ASTMD 1425, are given in Table 1. 

All fabrics were produced on Vamatex dobby type towel weaving machine using constant setting 
values. Pile warp counts were chosen as Ne 16/1, Ne 20/1 and Ne 20/2, which are common counts in 
the market. The weft settings of the fabrics were determined as 15/cm, 18/cm and 21/cm, which 



 
 
 
 
 
 

represent loose, medium and tight setting levels. The pile ratios (length of pile yarn/centimeter of 
towel) were adjusted as 43, 52 and 61, which can constitute short, medium and long pile form.  

 
Table 1. Properties of the pile loop yarns used to terry woven towel samples. 

Yarn 
Count 
(Ne) 

Twist 
Coeff. 

(αe) 

% U 
(%) 

%CVm 
(%) 

Thin 
(-50%) 

/km 

Thick 
(+50%) 

/km 

Neps 
(+200%) 

/km 

Hairiness 
(%) 

16/1 3.60 10.10 12.86 2.0 70.0 55.0 7.45 
20/1 3.80 10.43 13.27 0.4 86.6 140.6 8.80 

 
All of the fabrics were woven with the same weaving design. The design used in the woven terry 
towel fabrics is shown in Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. The weaving design used in the samples.  

G: Ground warp, F: Face pile warp, B: Back pile warp. 
 
In order to examine pile formation stages, the jaw moving platform with millimeter ground were 
designed (Figure 2). The pile threads were unraveled from each of towel sample and they were 
investigated with millimetric jaws according to before and after pile formation analysis of the fabrics. 

 

 
Figure 2. Designed jaw moving platform with millimeter ground fabrics used in the study. 



 
 
 
 
 
 

The unraveled pile threads were conditioned in a conditioning room at standard atmospheric 
conditions (20 ± 2°C, 65 ± 2% relative humidity) for 24 h according to ASTM D1776-08e1. The 
images obtained under microscope were processed in the Ms Visio with x and y origins.   

3.  Results and discussion 
The pile ratios, settings, ground and pile yarn lengths before pile formation, as well as ground length 
in the final state of pile of the each of fabric were measured. The results of the measurements are 
presented in Table 2.  

 
Table 2. Measurement results of the terry woven fabrics. 

Pile Warp Count 
(Ne) Pile Ratio Weft Setting 

(threads/cm) 
Pile Height 

(mm) 
Ground Length 

(mm) 

16/1 

43 
15 8.6 2.00 
18 7.2 1.67 
21 6.1 1.43 

52 
15 10.4 2.00 
18 8.7 1.67 
21 7.4 1.43 

61 
15 12.2 2.00 
18 10.2 1.67 
21 8.7 1.43 

20/1 

43 
15 8.6 2.00 
18 7.2 1.67 
21 6.1 1.43 

52 
15 10.4 2.00 
18 8.7 1.67 
21 7.4 1.43 

61 
15 12.2 2.00 
18 10.2 1.67 
21 8.7 1.43 

20/2 

43 
15 8.6 2.00 
18 7.2 1.67 
21 6.1 1.43 

52 
15 10.4 2.00 
18 8.7 1.67 
21 7.4 1.43 

61 
15 12.2 2.00 
18 10.2 1.67 
21 8.7 1.43 
 

The pile formed due to the ground length in the final state of pile were examined and recorded under 
the microscope step by step with the help of the designed platform, as shown in Figure 3.  As seen in 
the images, the pile formation is occurred in seven steps with regard to ground lengths of the terry 
woven fabrics. The images were obtained under the microscope and the x and y coordinates were 
determined. For seven pile formation steps shown in Figure 3, the coordinate points were determined 
on x and y axes. The pile threads unraveled from towel fabrics were moved with the help of the 
millimetric jaw moving platform, and mean values of the coordinate points were calculated for each of 
27 terry woven fabrics.  
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                         (a)      (b)              (c) 

    
   (d)               (e)          (f)       (g) 

Figure 3. The loop pile formation steps. 
 
The pile formation stages were simulated according to specified coordinates, as shown in Figure 4. As 
shown in the simulation, as the distance between the two jaws decreases, the height of the pile 
increases. As the jaws movement continues, the pile height remains constant after a certain point, and 
the tail section of the pile is formed. 
 

 
Figure 4. The simulation of the pile formation. 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

4.  Conclusion 
In this study, the simulation of terry pile formation stages has been developed on the basis of actual 
weaving process with respect to systematically produced terry woven samples. With this simulation 
method developed for the part of the research, pile formation is observed and recorded under 
microscope from the stretched state of pile thread to the pile form is obtained. The obtained forms are 
placed on the x and y coordinates, and pile formation graph is drawn. When the pile formation graph is 
examined, it is seen that the top part of the pile, where is the peak point, is formed according to the 
bending resistance of the yarn. After that, the lower folds of the pile are formed based on the force 
generated from jaws movement. This finding is important in terms of describing the pile formation in 
terry weaving, and this state may be related to the physical properties of the pile yarn.  

Therefore, it will be useful to examine the effect of physical properties of the pile yarn on the pile 
formation with using this simulation. Besides, to investigate the relationships between pile yarn 
physical and mechanical properties and terry weaving process parameters comprehensively will be 
helpful for further studies. 

It is known that, the manufacturing calculations of the terry woven fabric are made by trial 
empirical methods in the industry, in general. In this case, a lot of production, time and workforce 
waste occur. With this simulation method, desired pile form after weaving can be analyzed and planed 
on the computer, and the terry woven manufacturing calculations can be predicted before production.  
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Abstract. Footwear is subject to bending and torsion deformations that affect comfort
perception. Following review of Finite Element Analysis studies of sole rigidity and comfort, a
three-dimensional, linear multi-material finite element sole model for quasi-static bending and
torsion simulation, overcoming boundary and optimisation limitations, is described. Common
footwear materials properties and boundary conditions from gait biomechanics are used. The
use of normalised strain energy for product benchmarking is demonstrated along with comfort
level determination through strain energy density stratification. Sensitivity of strain energy
against material thickness is greater for bending than for torsion, with results of both
deformations showing positive correlation. Optimization for a targeted performance level and
given layer thickness is demonstrated with bending simulations sufficing for overall comfort
assessment. An algorithm for comfort optimization w.r.t. bending is presented, based on a
discrete approach with thickness values set in line with practical manufacturing accuracy. This
work illustrates the potential of the developed finite element analysis applications to offer
viable and proven aids to modern footwear sole design assessment and optimization.

1. Introduction
In gait, the foot interacts with the footwear and the ground. High loads lead to discomfort and pain [1],
while, for ordinary fastened shoes, excessive work to make the sole conform to the plantar side of the
foot increases fatigue and imposes high stress on tendons. Plantar mechanical comfort has several
objective aspects: normal and shear plantar loading, shock absorption, cushioning, friction, stability,
sole bending and torsion characteristics [2,3]. The actual experience of comfort, though, is the
combined result of physical, physiological and psychological processes [4].

Sole geometry and material properties affect sole deformation characteristics. The influence of
longitudinal bending and torsion characteristics of sole structures on gait biomechanics and comfort
has been demonstrated in [4-10]. In ordinary gait, reduced sole rigidity can favor comfort. Though
testing equipment for bending and torsional characteristics of soles exists (e.g. CTC flexometer, TNO–
IND/MPO Torsion Tester), modeling approaches to the study of these deformations are by far few and
limited. A comfort related multi-aspect approach proposed by the Virtual Shoe Test Bed project [2]
incorporated longitudinal bending and torsion simulation based on simplified differential and



analytical models. Current trends are moving away from analytical models towards iterative
simulation techniques, such as Finite Element Analysis (FEA), well suited to multi-material structures
with complex geometries, loading and boundary conditions. The OptShoes project [4] demonstrated
the use of FEA for longitudinal bending and torsion simulation of multi-material sole structures,
though subject to slow converge and simplifications for complex rotational analyses. In addition,
multi-material optimization based on continuous functions could not converge in reasonable
timescales. Optimization analyses often do not converge quickly enough or fail altogether unless
improved algorithms reduce the amount of iterations required or overcome divergence problems.

In this work, three key issues are addressed utilizing the FEA software ANSYS. The first is the
simulation of bending and torsional deformations of modern multi-layer sole structures, applying
realistic boundary conditions. The second is the establishment of comfort levels relating objective
mechanical measurements to subjective perceptions, thus providing practical comfort evaluation at
design stage. The third issue is to optimize sole structures by defining optimum material arrangements
for given layer thickness values and targeted comfort levels.

2. Bending and Torsion Simulation
Deformations of sole structures in gait, their relation to mechanical comfort and a review of relevant
simulation studies were described in [3,4]. Longitudinal bending, at the push-off phase of gait applies
to the rear of the metatarsophalangeal axis while the front section of the structure remains fixed.
Longitudinal torsion takes place alternatively at the front and rear parts of the sole due to natural
walking pronation and supination, with one end being fixed under loading and the other end
conforming to foot motion. Clockwise and counter-clockwise deformations are observed due to left-
right sole flare arrangements. For assessing rigidity, strain energy is preferred to forces or moments
[6], since it is a true indicator of work required to make the structure conform to foot motion.
Normalization of strain energy to volume allows for comparison of dissimilar structures and sizes. The
actual flexibility of the sole is intrinsic property, not requiring the use of biomodels for simulation, and
it depends solely on sole geometry, material arrangements and manufacturing assembly options.

Earlier work has proven the potential of FEA in sole bending and torsion simulation [4]. Accuracy
and convergence depend on the accuracy of the underlying solid models, the type and properties of
finite elements, the meshing density, the accuracy and modeling of material properties and the
accuracy of initial and boundary conditions along with relevant assumptions and simplifications. In
this work, a 3D, linear multi-material finite element sole model for quasi-static bending and torsion
simulation at maximum deformation is described along with improved sets of boundary conditions.

2.1. Finite Element Model
The geometric model used is this of an asymmetric sole, with inbound flare, 290mm long and 140mm
wide. Figure 1 illustrates the model created using 22 control points and spline curves. The structure
was meshed using solid, type 185, structural elements, with 8-nodes having three degrees of freedom
at each node: translations in the nodal x, y, and z directions. These elements have plasticity, stress
stiffening, large deflection, and large strain capabilities and, therefore, are appropriate for highly
deflective soles. Maximum element edge length along the thickness direction was set to 2mm.

Figure 1. Sole structure layout (left) and pictorial view (right).



The model consists of 3 material layers. It is supported by material datasets (table 1) containing
density, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio values for common footwear materials. Linear
properties have been assumed, in line with current practices in studies of foot biomechanics [11].

Table 1. Mechanical properties of footwear materials.

Material Density
(g/cm3)

Young’s Modulus
(MPa)

Poisson’s Ratio

Sole leather naturally tanned 0.900 000300.00000 0.20
Leatherboard 0.900 000100.00000 0.30
Cork 0.150 000025.00000 0.01
EVA 0.965 000025.00000 0.48
Double Density Polyurethane 0.920 000008.00000 0.30
Single Density Polyurethane 0.600 000002.00000 0.28
Polyurethane foam 0.028 000000.60000 0.26
Poly-isoprene & Natural rubber 0.920 000002.00000 0.49
Silicon elastomer 1.550 000013.00000 0.48
Poly-butadiene elastomer 1.140 000005.00000 0.49
Polychloroprene (neopren) 1.240 000001.30000 0.49
ABS 1.015 002000.00000 0.40
PVC 1.400 003100.00000 0.42
Wood 0.950 023000.00000 0.37
Stainless Steel 7.800 200000.00000 0.27

2.2. Initial and Boundary Conditions
For simplified modeling foot varus-valgus angles are kept to 0°. Maximum bending behind the

metatarsophalangeal joints is of the order of 55°; this being the angle between the back end of the sole,
the position of the joints and the ground. The position of the articulations is placed at 26% of foot
length, measured from the end of the big toe towards the heel [12]. The lower side of the forefoot
sector is, practically, fixed to the ground, whereas the higher side is compressed by the forefoot fully
restricting translational and rotational movement of the sole at this region. On setting the system to
these conditions, maximum principal stresses and the strain energy density are calculated.

Maximum torsional deformations occur due to the natural foot pronation and supination, early and
late in the ground contact phase of gait and, therefore, they are simulated on both ends of the sole
structure. Torsion simulation requires one end of the structure to be fixed while the other is held by a
second torsional gripping element. Given that the forefoot and heel plantar areas do not differ
significantly when compared to the whole plantar area of the foot, the 26% length rule used for fixing
the forefoot in bending simulation may also conveniently and reasonably apply to the fixed and held
parts of the sole in torsion simulation. Clockwise and counter-clockwise deformations on each end
allow for right and left foot arrangements, sole flare and uneven ground. Since maximum ankle and
foot joints mobility allow for composite rotation of the hind or forefoot up to 15° prior to the onset of
discomfort, maximum angles of deformation are set on this value [4]. Strain energy density is
calculated on setting the structure to these deformations.

2.3. Simulation results
Bending and torsion simulations for footwear materials in relation to sole thickness are illustrated in
figure 2. Higher Young’s modulus and increased thickness lead to higher rigidity as expected. Also,
options for typical multi-layer and multi-material sole arrangements of the market have been
investigated and the results are presented in table 2. The results correlate with expectations and
working guidelines of the footwear industry.



Figure 2. Strain Energy Density in relation to sole thickness and material.

Table 2. Strain Energy Density for bending and torsion of typical sole structures.

Sole design option

Strain Energy Density
(10-3 mJ/mm3)

Bending Torsion (averaged values for clockwise
and counterclockwise rotations)

Rear section fixed Front section fixed
Leather outsole 8mm, EVA midsole 8mm 115.194 61.625 73.960
Polybutadiene outsole 10mm, EVA midsole 5mm 011.977 06.270 07.822
Polyisoprene or natural rubber outsole 10mm, EVA
midsole 5mm

006.614 04.291 05.235

PU double density outsole 5mm, PU single density
midsole 10mm, PU foam insole 5mm

004.422 01.487 01.812

Polybutadiene outsole 5mm, neopren midsole 10mm 002.835 01.443 01.721
PU single density sole 15mm 002.339 00.958 01.191

3. Determination of mechanical comfort levels
The results in figure 2 show clearly that increased Young’s modulus and thickness lead to increased
rigidity. It is also evident that there is clear distinction of strain energy density curves for typical
materials used on the market. Industrial practice, dictates the use of certain materials over others to
achieve desirable bending and ‘twisting’ characteristics that contribute to mechanical comfort level
perception. These comfort levels can be objectively described by stratified strain energy density
ranges. The results for bending and torsion simulation in Figure 2 can be allocated to five categories of
comfort presented on table 3 and table 4 for bending and torsion respectively.

Table 3. Mechanical Comfort Levels for bending deformation of the sole.

Comfort Level Strain Energy Density Range
(10-3 mJ/mm3)

Middle Point of Interval
(10-3 mJ/mm3)

Very Flexible 0 – 5 0002.50
Relatively Flexible 5 – 15 0010.00
Moderately flexible 15-200 0107.50

Relatively Rigid 200 – 1000 0600.00
Very Rigid More than 1000 5000.00



Table 4. Mechanical Comfort Levels for torsional deformation of the sole.

Comfort Level Strain Energy Density Range
(10-3 mJ/mm3)

Middle Point of Interval
(10-3 mJ/mm3)

Very twistable 0 – 1 0000.50
Relatively twistable 1 – 5 0002.50

Moderately twistable 5-20 0012.50
Relatively difficult to twist 20 – 300 0160.00

Very difficult to twist or rigid More than 300 1000.00

4. Optimization
The mechanical comfort performance of prototypes can be objectively determined through strain
energy density ranges depended on sole geometry and material properties. Geometry is, mainly,
defined in early design stages and then becomes subject to costly restrictions (e.g. last type, assembly
technologies), discouraging later changes. Thus, material selection with fixed geometry is highly
likely. In this work, it is assumed that layer thickness values are predetermined and the problem
becomes one of finding the best permutation of materials to achieve a targeted comfort level.

In optimization, a function of a property is either maximized or minimized. Algorithms exist for
continuous or discrete problems; the most important being: screening, Lagrangian and multi-objective
genetic algorithms. Optimization may not converge quickly enough or even fail altogether unless
carefully selected algorithms either reduce the amount of iterations required or overcome divergence
problems. Even then, it is not uncommon to simplify the finite element models, the material properties
or the boundary conditions to facilitate convergence. In this work, linear material properties have been
assumed and a sole structure optimization algorithm is proposed based on a discrete approach that is
realistic for two reasons. First, material thickness values, which rarely, if ever, exceed 150mm, are set
in line with practical manufacturing accuracy, which is of the order of 1mm. Second, the number of
commercial footwear materials available for developing new footwear is limited. Thus, for defined
topology, the comfort definition problem is not about calculating optimum values of Young’s modulus
and Poisson’s ratio used as variables in a strain energy function, but rather one of finding the values of
an existing material that best approximate the desired performance.

Comfort levels are strain energy density intervals. Values closer to the midpoints of the intervals
are more desirable when a specific comfort level is targeted, whereas values near the endpoints are
deviating significantly from desired performance. The highest categories of bending and torsional
rigidity, practically, are not infinite; even when bending materials with very high Young’s modulus,
such as steel sheets and wood, strain energy density remains much lower than 10000 μJ/mm3.

Strain energy density sensitivity to thickness is higher for bending than for torsion (Figure 2). The
clear demarcation of strain energy levels for bending makes optimization for a targeted strain energy
density value and given layer thickness less susceptible to error than for torsion. Also, increases in
bending rigidity positively correlate to increases in torsion rigidity. For reduced processing of overall
bending and torsion behaviour, bending optimization may suffice and this view has been adopted here.

Given the limited number of material options the discrete algorithm proposed, is as follows. Let
1M , 2M and 3M arrays for the material options for the first, second and third layer of the structure

respectively and i , j and k the corresponding subscripts. Each material permutation can be noted as
( , , )i j k with subscripts taking values to the maximum number of materials 1N , 2N and 3N in each
array. For each permutation ( , , )i j k , the strain energy density for bending is calculated and stored to
an array SED with general term ( , , )SED i j k . A second array SEDD stores the absolute difference of
the terms ( , , )SED i j k from the targeted midpoint of comfort level of interest to the term ( , , ).SEDD i j k

The values of array SEDDare then sorted. In this work, the three lowest distances are identified along
with their corresponding material permutations, reasonably fast, typically between 32 and 34 minutes
for problems involving 15x16x8 permutations of materials.



5. Conclusions and Discussion
Figure 2 demonstrates that increases in Young’s modulus and thickness lead to higher rigidity as

expected. Also, table 2 demonstrates correlation of simulation results to established design practices.
Therefore, the developed finite element model for the simulation of bending and torsional
deformations of modern multi-layer sole structures in gait, applying realistic boundary conditions, is
deemed acceptable for product option comparisons. The use of stratified strain energy density ranges
(tables 3 and 4) to establish comfort levels relates objective mechanical measurements to subjective
perceptions, thus, providing practical comfort evaluation at design stage. For the optimization option
of material selection with fixed geometry to achieve targeted comfort levels, the discrete algorithm
identifies ranked solutions within realistic timescales for typical material inventories in industry.

Figure 2 and table 2 provide means of assessing prototypes against standard structures, thus
inferring performance levels for the geometry and material selection design options. Since minor
changes in strain energy levels might not be noticeable by consumers, product comparisons based on
comfort level attributes instead seem to be an acceptable alternative. However, bending strain energy
density perception needs to be investigated through psychological scaling of psychophysics
experiments.

With regard to optimization, the proposed discrete approach, based on the strain energy density
distance from targeted performance function, offers a viable alternative to existing continuous function
algorithms. Improved sorting and selection algorithms, utilizing relational operators, may supplement
the presented principles, when large numbers of material sets are involved.
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Abstract. Compact yarns have great value for producers and its importance grow day by day.
Its higher tenacity, lower unevenness and lower hairiness –if required- are some of the reasons
this yarn type gains importance. Estimation using previous data has a great value in
engineering. It helps to understand the product before producing it. This study deals with the
effects of HVI fiber properties on compact-spun yarns’ IPI fault results.

1. Introduction
Compact yarns have great value for producers and its importance grow day by day. Its higher tenacity,
lower unevenness and lower hairiness –if required- are some of the reasons this yarn type gains
importance.

Yarn production of compact spinning systems basically similar to the conventional ring spinning
system. In fact, it was derived from the conventional ring spinning system. Drafting zone of ring
spinning system was slightly altered and compact spinning system has come into use. The main
difference between the conventional and compact spinning drafting zones is compacting elements in
the exit part. There are different compacting elements built by different machine manufacturers and
most of them use air guided compacting system. But why do we need to use compacting during
drafting? What does it change in yarn? We need it because of fiber path change during drafting. Fiber
bundle need to follow a theoretical line which is guided by roving guide but during drafting process
fibers tend to leave this path and move to the outer sides of apron and the cots and constitute spinning
triangle. This means, we may not embed all of the fibers into yarn body and cause fiber fly and/or
embed them into yarn body from one end and cause hairiness. Compacting elements of compact
spinning systems are designed to minimize spinning triangle.

Estimation using previous data has a great value in engineering. It helps to understand the product
before producing it. We can save from raw material, labor and energy by using estimation tools. There
are studies producing/using estimating equations in textile field. The simplest way for this can be
regression analysis. It was used to analyse the effects of fiber properties on yarn properties in different
systems, such as: ring spinning, siro spinning and open-end rotor spinning and also it was used for
predicting fabric properties [1-7]. This study deals with the effects of HVI fiber properties on
compact-spun yarns’ IPI fault results.

2. Method
In this study we used 11 types of cotton blends in the production. HVI and AFIS results confirmed that
there are significant differences between fiber properties of these cotton blends. The main purpose of
this study was to use fiber properties as predictors and find out information about our produced



compact-spun yarns. So, we used Rieter K45 compact spinning machine to spin compact yarns from
11 different blend cotton rovings. We named those rovings as H1 to H11. In production same machine
parameters were used for different rovings and the production was carried out on same spindles.
For each cotton blend, 4 different yarn counts (Ne40, Ne 50, Ne 60 and Ne 70) and 3 different twist
coefficients (αe 3.8, αe 4.3 and αe 4.8) were produced. Each yarn type had 10 cops of compact yarns.
After the production, yarns were conditioned at 20±2 oC and 65±3 RH. After conditioning, yarns were
subjected to unevenness, tenacity and twist tests.

Uster Tester 5 was used for determining unevenness, hairiness, thick places, thin places and neps
results of yarns. 10 cops was used for each yarn type and for each one of them 1000 meters of test
length was used. We used Uster Tensorapid  4 for tenacity tests. This test was also done for 10 cops
for each yarn type. Also 10 tests were done for each cop. At the end we had 100 tenacity and breaking
elongation results for each yarn type. Twist tests were carried out by using Zweigle D315.

3. Results
Initially, results gathered from yarn tests were used in ANOVA to understand the difference between
groups. Thin places (-50%) results were not normally distributed so nonparametric tests were done to
this feature. So, thick places (+50%) and neps (+200%) results were used in ANOVA and test results
of this analysis are given on table 1. According to these results, we can say that the difference between
cotton blends for thick places and neps counts are statistically significant. Moreover, non-parametric
Kruskal-Wallis test confirmed that difference between the thin places (-50%) results of  cotton blends
are statistically significant.

Table 1. ANOVA Results for Thick Places (+50%) and Neps (+200%)

Yarn Properties F Significance

Thick Places (+50%) 176,902 ,000

Neps (+200%) 189,323 ,000

Table 2. Kruskal-Wallis Test for Thin Places (-50%)

Regression Analysis was carried out for thick places (+50%) and neps (+200%) results for better
understanding the effects of fiber properties on them and for building a prediction equation in which
HVI fiber properties will be predictors. But first of all, we investigated correlation between the
properties we wanted to use as predictors. The results of tests showed that micronaire had high
correlation with maturity (pearson correlation coefficient=0,931) and strength had high correlation
with length (pearson correlation coefficient=0,956). Therefore we did not use maturity and strength
results in our regression analysis. GRETL software was used for regression analysis. Ordinary least
squares method was used for analysis. Coefficients and t values and p values for thick places are given
in Table 3.



Table 3 Regression coefficients, t-values and significance level of t-values of linear regression model for Thick
Places (+50%)

Coefficient t-value p-value
const 406,147 22,7435 <0,00001
Len -14,7707 -26,5440 <0,00001
Elg -13,1735 -4,5233 <0,00001
+b 15,2349 26,8167 <0,00001
Yarn Count (Ne) 1,51993 33,5495 <0,00001
Mic -18,1359 -9,0257 <0,00001

The results show that thick place count on yarn decreases with the increase of fiber length,
elongation and micronaire. It increases with finer yarns and higher yellowness value. R2 value of this
analysis is 0,73. This means we can build a prediction equation that allows us calculate thick places of
yarn before production which has accuracy of 73%. The equation is:
Thick places (1/km) = 406,147 +1,51993.Yarn Count (Ne) + 15,2349.(+b) – 18,1359.Mic –
14,7707.Len -13,1735.Elg

Observed and predicted values of thick places (+50%) are given in Figure 1.

The results of regression analysis which was carried out for neps results of yarns show that neps
count of yarn decreases with the increase of fiber length, elongation and micronaire (Table 4). It
increases with finer yarns and higher yellowness and Uniformity index values.R2 value of this analysis
is 0,74. This means we can build a prediction equation that allows us calculate thick places of yarn
before production which has accuracy of 74%. The equation is:
Neps (1/km) = -246,164+2,64004.Yarn Count (Ne) + 28,4664.(+b) +13,0783.Unf -40,7572.Mic
-31,7594.Len -13,484.Elg
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Figure 1 Predicted- Observed values for Thick Places (+50%)



Table 4 Regression coefficients, t-values and significance level of t-values of linear regression model for Neps
(+200%)

Coefficient t-value p-value
const -246,164 -2,0075 0,04493
Len -31,7594 -28,6570 <0,00001
Elg -13,484 -3,1005 0,00198
b 28,4664 26,9594 <0,00001
Yarn Count (Ne) 2,64004 36,7702 <0,00001
Mic -40,7572 -9,8379 <0,00001
Unf 13,0783 7,9466 <0,00001

Observed and predicted values of neps (+200%) are given in Figure 2.
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4. Conclusion
In this study, we have aimed to predict thick places and neps of cotton compact-spun yarns by using
HVI fiber properties as predictors. Two equations we have got from analysis and their R2 values are
given in Table 5.

Table 1 Regression equations and R2values for Thick Places (+50%) and Neps (+200%)

Yarn Properties Regression equation R2 Adj R2

Thick Places (+50%) 406,147 +1,51993.Yarn Count (Ne) + 15,2349.(+b)
– 18,1359.Mic – 14,7707.Len -13,1735.Elg 0,73 0,73

Neps (+200%) -246,164+2,64004.Yarn Count (Ne) + 28,4664.(+b)
+13,0783.Unf -40,7572.Mic -31,7594.Len -13,484.Elg 0,74 0,74

Figure 2 Predicted- Observed values for Neps (+200%)
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Abstract. A novel approach based on sparse representation is presented to investigate the impact 

of weave repeat on the characterization of woven fabric texture. Firstly, the test samples were 

represented by over-complete dictionary in the least squares sense. Secondly, the two indexes--

PSNR value and RMSE were introduced to evaluate the representation performance. Thirdly, 

the image entropy was used to quantify the fabric surface texture, and then the samples were 

categorized according to the two indexes. Experimental results showed that our algorithm can 

approximate fabric texture very well and weave pattern has great impact on fabric texture 

reconstruction. Eight kinds of weaving patterns are classified into three categories, of which the 

basket fabric shows the best performance. The findings may be helpful in classification and 

automatic inspection of woven fabric texture. 

1.  Introduction  

The quality inspection is an essential part of textiles production before sale. Normally, fabric visual 

inspection is performed by workers in most of the production lines. However, these manual operations 

are so subjective and repetitive that a reliable and accurate detection results can hardly be provided, 

because they are easily constrained by external factors such as tiredness, and inattentiveness. With the 

development of image processing and pattern recognition techniques, an automatic visual inspection, 

especially the surface texture representation technique is highly demanded by various industries to 

circumvent the shortcomings of manual inspection for more consistent and objective detection results.  

Image processing methods have been widely applied in fabric texture analysis. Shih [1] proposed an 

automated analysis system for Tatami embroidery fabric images, where the color, pattern shape and 

texture can be automated analysis. For textile image analysis, Pan [2] simulated the woven fabric texture 

and constructed the characteristic model through a simulation method based on the gray level 

distribution of weave floats. Xin[3] presented a fairly new texture modelling method based on co-

occurrence matrix and neural network for objective quality evaluation of fabric appearance. Liu[4] 

combined wavelet transform, generalized Gaussian density (GGD), defect segmentation and learning 

vector quantization (LVQ) neural network to identify 7 types of common defects in silk fabric. Though 

fabric texture is the basis fundamental research, there is no accurate characterization of texture in depth. 

Most researches in this area is mainly focused on their applications, such as weave structure recognition, 

texture classification and defects detection etc. Global texture analysis is still a challenging task in 

different kinds of fields ranging from fabric texture analysis, face recognition, image recognition and 

processing, visual art among others [5].  



 

 

 

 

 

 

A woven fabric is made of the cross combination of warp and weft yarns according to weaving 

pattern, and it exhibits high periodicity. So, it can be inferred that the global woven fabric texture is 

determined by the factors of yarns, like weaving density and weave repeat. But the relative effects of 

weave structure, yarn type on the characterization fabric texture are not yet known. However studies on 

relationship between weave structure and fabric texture characterization are still rare as there is paucity 

of literature on this relationship. Since the weave pattern of fabric mainly consists of warp and weft yarn 

density, fabric structure, color, the array parameter of dyed yarn san so on[6]. Thus, the present study is 

therefore undertaken to investigate the effect of weave structure on the representation of woven fabric 

texture. 

2.  Methodology  

In recent years, sparse representation works well in many aspects of applications, where the original 

signal y needs to be reconstructed as accurately as possible such as image compression [7], super-

resolution and image de-blurring [8, 9], image de-noising [10, 11], face feature recognition [12]. Recent 

studies have achieved better signal representation using sparse approximation techniques as opposed to 

other methods [13]. For woven fabric texture representation, the implemented algorithm was sparse 

representation, while the used dictionary was over-complete. 

2.1.  Sparse representation  

The aim of sparse signal representation is to find a linear combination with a small number basis vectors 

(named dictionary elements or atoms), which can approximate the signal with a minimal mean squared 

error. Suppose that there is m×n data matrix Y=[y1, y2 ,…, yn], yi∈Rm, which contains n vectors of their 

dimension m in its columns. For approximating every vector yi in Y, we need to find a dictionary that is 

D = [d1, d2, ..., dk], dj∈Rm (k>m)，whose each column includes a basis vector, which can sparsely 

represent all yi in Y. In the proposed approach, the dictionary was predefined, to ensure the 

characterization results stable. 

The problem of seeking such a sparse coefficient matrix could be formulated as follows: 
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Where in  kR is the coefficient vector for yi in Y, here denotes ‖∙‖0 −l0 pseudo-norm, which counts 

the number of non-zero entries of its argument vector. While this problem is, in common, very hard to 

solve, matching pursuiting[14] and basis pursuit[15] algorithms can be used effectively to obtain an 

approximated solution. In this paper, we made use of the orthonormal matching pursuit (OMP), due to 

its simplicity and efficiency.  

A fundamental consideration in employing the above model is the choice of the dictionary D. The 

majority of literation on this topic can be categorized into two approaches: the analytical approach and 

the learning-based means. The analytical dictionary is formulated by a mathematical model or transform. 

This predefined dictionaries generally are highly structured and have a fast numerical 

implementation[13]. Dictionaries of this type contain Curvelet[5], Bandelet[16], Discreet Cosine 

Transform DCT[17], and so on. The classical learned dictionary includes K-means Singular Value 

Decomposition KSVD[18], Double Sparse Modeling, DSM[13], and others. 

2.2.  Woven fabric texture characterization 

Since the sparse representation can be seen as an approximation process, it can be applied to the field of 

image reconstruction. Thus, the woven fabric image characterization problem (1) can be solved by 

setting a threshold of average residual error ε: 
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To find the optimal ̂ , the OMP algorithm was adopted to obtain sparse coefficient matrix. However, 

as the large calculation costs of the sparse decomposition, and the calculation a whole is too huge. Thus, 

the approach of limited in handling small image blocks was to solve equation (2) in this context. The 

characterization process is shown as follows:  

(1) Extract the 8×8 image patch from the image samples with overlaps. 

(2) The dictionary is redundant DCT, the redundant of DCT is 4, and namely, it contains 256 atoms. 

(3) Decompose and reconstruct all overlapping image patches based on the DCT dictionary. The 

appropriate sparsity value T is chosen to control the average error. 

(4) For every reconstructed image patch, we replace the pixels in the overlapping region by the average. 

3.  Experiments  

To study the impact of weave pattern on fabric texture representation, eight weave patterns were chosen, 

which involved 3/1 twill, plain, 2/2 basket, 8/3satin, 8/5 satin, diamond twill, honeycomb and compound 

twill (see figure 1 (a) to (h)). All the samples were manufactured on TNY101B-20 type Sakural brand 

rapier loom. The material was 20tex/2 cotton two fold yarn used both in warp and weft. The woven 

density was 350yarns/cm for both weft and warp. The size of image samples was 256 256 pixels with 

256-grey levels, and original fabric samples are shown in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Original fabric samples (a) twill, (b) plain, (c) basket, (d) weft satin, (e) warp satin, (f) 

diamond twill, (g) honeycomb, (h) compound twill 

3.1.  Evaluation of the representation result 

Objectively, we adopted peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and root mean square error (RMSE) to 

confirm the performance of our method. PSNR can be seen as a metric to measure the quality of the 

reconstructed image, and its definition is given as follows: 
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In this expression, I is gray scale image, MAXI is the maximum gray value 255, 𝐼  is the 

approximated image, and ||· || F is F- norm. From the equation (3), it is obvious that PSNR is a positive 

number, and when the original image and the reconstructed image is approximately the closer, the 

greater the PSNR value.  
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Here, X is gray scale image with m samples in n dimension, X̂ is the approximated image. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

What is more, to validate the influence of weave repeat on fabric texture characterization, the image 

entropy was computed to quantify the average amount of information in an image. One dimensional 

image entropy shows the amount of information contained in the aggregation feature of gray level 

distribution, which the definition is shown as follows:  
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The pi is the proportion of the pixels whose gray value is i. 

4.  Results and Discussion  

In this article, the offered algorithm is devised to represent texture in a fully unsupervised manner 

without any prior information. It attempts to represent fabric texture in patch-level with an over-

complete dictionary in sense of least squared error. And then the influence of weave structure on woven 

fabric texture representation is investigated. 

4.1.  Effect of the sparsity T and dictionary size 

The three foundation weave patterns--plain, twill and satin (see sample 2, 1, 5 in figure 1) samples were 

chosen to select the appropriate T and dictionary size. Their reconstructed versions are illustrated in 

figure 2. It can be obtained that there was no visual difference between original image and the 

reconstructed one. From the figure 3, the quality of the images is improving (PSNR value becomes 

higher and the RMSE turns smaller) with the sparsity T and dictionary atom, but this increase is 

subsiding. About PSNR, at T=30, the proposed method can approximate the fabric samples very well. 

Setting T>30, though the PSNR becomes larger, it may bring more computation burden and little 

difference in vision. For RMSE, the improvement performance gradually weakens and the curve turns 

convergence at T=60. Finally, we set T=30, which can make sure that PSNR value and RMSE of the 

samples are around 60dB and about 2.5 respectively. The characterization performance reaches better 

than the other elements, when the dictionary atom is 256, still keeping the dictionary is over-complete. 

So, the dictionary atom is 256. 

 

 

Figure 2. The reconstructed fabric image samples (a) plain, (b) twill, (c) weft satin 

4.2.  The impact of diverse of weave repeat  

At present, we explore the difference of fabric surface texture with different structure parameters. The 

image entropy was calculated, and shown in table 1, which implies that the lager of the entropy value, 

the more complex the image surface texture. In order of most complex samples, it goes: twill, 

honeycomb, plain, basket, compound twill, diamond twill, warp satin and weft satin. The final 

characterization results have not quite the same outcomes because the every weave pattern has different 

organizational structures and regularity. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. The result of fabric image samples 

Sample Entropy PSNR(dB) RMSE 

1 6.4262 
 

57.9233 
 

2.5652 
 

2 6.2103 
 

61.2406 
 

1.8598 
 

3 6.1706 
 

63.9147 
 

1.4171 
 

4 6.0183 
 

58.8866 
 

2.2507 
 

5 6.0046 
 

60.3060 
 

1.9409 
 

6 6.0145 
 

61.1927 
 

1.1801 
 

7 6.2447 
 

61.8670 
 

1.6544 
 

8 6.1578 
 

57.4385 
 

2.7603 
 

 

 

Figure 3. Illustration of the results with different T and dictionary size 

 

From the table 1, we achieve that the performance results are categorized into three types, with the 

quality of the assessment getting worse. The surface texture of basket fabric sample is not the simplest, 

even a little complex. Owing to the effect of structure feature and best regularity among the text samples, 



 

 

 

 

 

 

the basket fabric sample had the greatest performance. The honeycomb, diamond twill, plain and weft 

satin samples were after the basket, which the smallest gap between the two groups is 2.1dB and 1.1, 

while the difference within their group is about 1dB and 0.8. Comparison with the other groups, the 

third group had the worst performance, which contains warp satin, twill, compound twill. 

5.  Conclusion 

We propose an algorithm for fabric texture characterization based on sparse representation using DCT 

over-complete dictionary. Although the dictionary was predefined, it can effectively capture key 

features in the samples and obtain stable characterization result. Besides, experimental results 

demonstrated that different weave patterns can be approximated very well. From the perspective of the 

quantitative analysis, the fabric samples were classified into three categories in relation to the test results 

of PSNR and RMSE. Of which, the basket fabric sample has best performance. As stated by the above 

description, we can infer that the weave repeat has great impact on the regularity of fabric surface texture, 

and even can partly neglect the entropy value, which implies the complex of surface texture. In real, the 

woven fabric texture analysis remains a longstanding challenge from theory to application, no matter 

the texture definition or the woven fabric structural parameters such as materials, fabric compactness 

etc. or other factors, are not adequately explored. For future work, we will aim to find a discriminative 

dictionary, and extract more features to classify the woven fabric texture. 
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Abstract. In this paper, a comprehensive evaluation system is established to assess the garment 

production performance. It is based on performance indicators and supported with the 

corresponding results obtained by manual calculation or computer simulation. The assembly 

lines of a typical men’s shirt are taken as the study objects. With the comprehensive evaluation 

results, garments production arrangement scenarios are better analysed and then the 

appropriate one is supposed to be put into actual production. This will be a guidance given to 

companies on quick decision-making and multi-objective optimization of garment production. 

1. Introduction 

Sewing, as the longest and most complicated section in garment production process, is crucial to the 

efficiency improvement in garment industry. In literature, attempts at simulation of garment 

production process are made, in which computer simulation shows good abilities in obtaining related 

information [1-2]. Due to those active performances, the way to apply simulation in garment 

production management which is extensive and closer to the actual production should be put into 

study in purpose of helping company make decisions economically and efficiently before 

implementation. For AnyLogic is a java-based simulation software, the corresponding simulate model 

is of great scalability and extensibility [3]. This study is the first application of Anylogic in garment 

production simulation. In recent study, key performance indicators (KPI) are put forward for 

evaluating garment assembly lines and improving their performance [4]. In fact, certain indicators are 

always taken into consideration together for multi-objectives, and this makes the decision-making 

much more complex. Facing the demand of multi-objectives in nowadays garment manufacture, a 

proper scientific evaluation method should be put forward.  

The aim of this study is providing support to the decision-making of optional garment assembly 

line scenarios to achieve multiple objectives in modern clothing production. That is the comprehensive 

evaluation. 

2. Performance indicators 

Single performance indicator always reflects certain aspect of the garment sewing line that often 

cannot fully demonstrate the whole performance. The comprehensive evaluation for garment sewing 

line is realized through integrating the corresponding performance indicators associated with the 



determined objectives to a certain comprehensive indicator to evaluate the performance of the garment 

sewing line. 

Before considering the indicator integration，it is important to figure out what the indicators are 

and the way to obtain the data. 

2.1. Indicators classification 

Table 1 shows four main garment production line arrangement objectives and their corresponding 

performance indicators, also, the solutions for the improvements. In general, the objectives are related 

to line productivity, line property, product quality and resource cost [1]. As it can be seen, the level of 

line balance is the key element for improving of the production line performance. 

Table 1. Objectives and the corresponding performance indicators. 

Objectives 
Line performance indicators 

Solution for improvement 
Balancing Simulation 

High line productivity 

takt time life cycle 

appropriate line balance line efficiency daily output 

balancing loss idle time 

Appropriate line 

properties 

workstation number  

appropriate line balance line scale  

resource amount  

Appropriate product 

quality 

 defective product number advanced machine 

well-skilled operator 

strict defects control 
 small probability event 

Low resources cost  resource utilization appropriate line balance 

2.2. Indicator data obtain 

Also is shown in table 1, that part of the indicator values can be obtained via mathematical calculation 

according with the line balancing results, the others, via computer simulation and modeling.  

2.2.1 Manual calculation. Performance indicators which are calculated manually are takt time, line 

efficiency, balancing loss, workstation number and so forth. Some of them are already known in the 

process of scenarios designing, like workstation number, line scale, while some are calculated with 

corresponding formulas mentioned in literatures [5]. 

2.2.2 Simulation output. Simulations in this paper are conducted with Anylogic, a multimethod 

simulation modelling tool, developed by the AnyLogic Company (former XJ Technologies). It 

supports agent-based, discrete event, and system dynamics simulation methodologies [3]. The 

modelling logic of garment production simulation is established based on the theory of discrete event 

system [6]. For garment sewing process, source, assembly, service, resourcepool, queue, selectoutput, 

sink are the selected objects in Anylogic to build the simulation model. Indicator values of life cycle, 

daily output, idle time and resource utilizations can be obtained according to simulation output. 

3. Comprehensive evaluation system 

The basic idea of comprehensive evaluation is integrating a plurality of indicators into a single 

indicator which can reflect the comprehensive condition so as to evaluate the whole performance.  

Pre-treatments on the indicator values were done in the light of their characteristics before 

integration, considering normalizations on aspects of indicators’ type and also the data. The weight 

coefficient set up rules were generalized based on the assessment objectives and also the 

characteristics of indicator values. Finally, the pretreated indicators were integrated with the 

corresponding weights to obtain the comprehensive evaluation indicator to realize multiple-

perspective garment sewing production evaluation. 

3.1. Indicators pre-processing [7] 



Generally, in the light of the preferred direction, for some of the indicators, where the ‘bigger is better’ 

performance direction applies, for some ‘smaller is the better’, and for the rest, they would better to be 

closer to certain constant. These indicators belong to three types: maximum type, minimum type, and 

middle type. Even if they are with the same type, they may have different dimensions or magnitudes. 

Since these differences can affect the reliability and accuracy of the evaluation results, normalization 

with both the type and the data of indicators should be done before integration.  

3.1.1 Type normalization. To unify the indicators’ types, in this study all indicators are transformed 

into maximum type by mathematical formulas, so that the larger the comprehensive indicator means 

the better performance of the garment sewing line.  

For middle type indicators, equation (1) can be used, where X' is the value after type normalization, 

M is the maximum value of X and m is the minimum value of X. And equation (2) is for minimum 

type indicators. 
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3.1.2 Data normalization. Feature scaling method is applied for nondimensionalization of these 

evaluation indicators. 

In equation (3), X'' represents the dimensionless indicator value after treatment, M' is the maximum 

value of X' and m' is the minimum value of X'. 
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3.2. Weights setting 

For those objectives are of different importance, the volatilities of the indicator values differ. Before 

indicators are integrated into the comprehensive indicator, the corresponding weights of the selected 

indicators are set so as to delimit the intensity of different evaluation indicators on aspect of 

performance reflection. 

In this section, on one hand, considering the importance subjective weight is set based on the 

"function driven" principle, on the other hand, considering the volatility of the indicator value 

objective weight is set based on the "discrepancy driven" principle. Then, integrate the objective 

weight coefficient with the subjective weight coefficient into the comprehensive weight coefficient. [8] 

3.2.1 Subjective weight ωs. The value of ωs is determined subjectively by decision-making evaluator, 

where simplified set-valued iterative method is applied: 

The importance of the evaluation indicator Xi (i = 1, ..., k) is determined by evaluator and 

represented by using natural numbers vi (i=1，...，k). The proportion of the importance of each 

indicator is then calculated with equation (4). 
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3.2.2 Objective weight ωo. The value of ωo is determined objectively based on the indicator volatility. 

The fluctuation range of indicator is determined in line with the difference of extremes to set 

weight, which is called the range method. As shown in equation (5), the weight is calculated with the 

maximum value M'' and the minimum value m'' of the pretreated indicator X''.  
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3.2.3 Comprehensive weight. Through subjective weight set, ωs and ωo are integrated into ω as the 

final comprehensive weight coefficient.  

As in equation (6), p, q are two undetermined constants (p>0，q>0 and p+q=1), whose values are 

determined by the evaluators preference. 

 s op q      (6) 

3.3 Comprehensive indicator generation 

Evaluation indicators integration is the final step where the linear weight method is applied. This 

method is also called additive synthesis method, a basic integration method. It uses the weighted mean 

of the selected evaluation indicator values as the comprehensive evaluation value. It is close to the 

nature meaning of "comprehensive indicator ". The model is easy to interpret and use, and there is no 

need to consider the position of a deeper relationship between the indicators. In additional, using 

overly complex mathematical integration methods will increase the complexity of the comprehensive 

evaluation and bring negative effects. 

In the following equation (7), Y represents the comprehensive evaluation value, a linear weighted 

value of k indicators, ωi is the corresponding weight coefficient of the evaluation indicator Xi. At last，
the garment production arrangement scenarios can be evaluated by comparison of the values of 

comprehensive indicator Y. 
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4. A case study 

In this part, comprehensive evaluation method aided by computer simulation technology is applied in 

decision-making of a typical men’s shirt production arrangement. Two objectives: line property and 

resource cost are taken into consideration, especially on aspect of line property, workstation number is 

the chosen indicator. 

4.1. Assembly line design 

A typical shirt production is taken as the study object. Basic data like the operation time is collected 

from the real production in garment factories. Suppose daily output of garments is 400 pieces, 

effective daily working hours is 7.5h, so the takt time is calculated to be 67.5s [9].  

One scenario is arranged basically [9], while in the other scenario, the operation types in each 

workstation is limited no more than two and if possible just only one. As the results of the assembly 

line arrangement, the bottlenecks are the same value of 72.5s. The small difference is that the second 

scenario needs one more workstation but one less machine. 

4.2. Data obtain 

Regarding the arrangement scenarios, takt time, workstation number and recourse amount are already 

known. Then the line efficiency and balancing loss are calculated based on the values of takt time and 

bottleneck [5]. Supposing that the working time is 7.5h per day, a simulation of the state production 

process for one day with consideration of the setup time is conducted. Suppose there is not small 

probability event like machine failure, material failure or staff absence. In this case, the simulation 

related values: daily garment output and resource utilizations are obtained based on 10 times of 

simulation output. 

With the manual calculation and the simulation results, the performance indicators values of these 

two scenarios are listed in table 2. The differences exist mainly in line property and resources cost. 



Table 2. Performance indicators values. 

Aspects 
Line performance indicators 

Balancing Simulation 

Line 

productivity 

takt time 67.5 daily output 368/367 

line efficiency 93.10% 
 

balancing loss 06.90% 

Line property 

workstations number 16/17 

 
line scale 56.32/62.64 

resource 

amount 

operators 29 

machines 29/28 

Resources cost  
resource 

utilization 

operators 90.58%/90.65% 

machines 79.61%/82.53% 

4.3. Comprehensive evaluation 

On aspects of line property and resource cost, the workstation number and the resource utilization are 

the indicators selected to be integrated. The corresponding indicators pre-processing results are shown 

in table 3. With the data, two comprehensive evaluations can be done. 

Table 3. Performance indicators pre-processing. 

Indicators Range 
Normalization formula X’’ 

Type Data S1 S2 

Workstations 10-20 2(20 )X' X   
(20 )

10

X'
X''


   0.4 0.3 

Resource 

utilization 

Operators 
0-1 X'' X' X   

90.58% 90.65% 

Machines 79.61% 82.53% 

4.3.1 Workstation number and operation utilization. For the value of machine utilization is ranging 

from 75% to 1, the objective weights are set as follows: 
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When the importance of these two indicators is set from 10:0 to 0:10, and if both subjective and 

objective aspects are considered equal, let p=q=0.5, the final comprehensive evaluation results of these 

two scenarios change, which is shown in figure 1. 

  

Figure 1. Comprehensive evaluation results 

with two indicators: workstation number and 

machine utilization. 

Figure 2. Comprehensive evaluation results 

with two indicators: workstation number and 

operator utilization. 



4.3.2 Workstation number and machine utilization. For the value of operator utilization ranges from 90% 

to 1, the objective weights setting results are: ωo(n) = 1/11, ωo(ηm) = 10/11. 

Figure 2 gives the final comprehensive evaluation results of these two scenarios when the 

importance of these two indicators is set from 10:0 to 0:10 and p=q=0.5. 

For these two scenarios, scenario 1 shows a better performance in line property because of the 

proper workstation number, while scenario 2 shows an obvious advantage in machine cost. Limitation 

of the operation type does increase resources utilization especially machine utilization, but it will bring 

more workstations. What is shown in the comprehensive evaluation results for these two scenarios is   

only when the cost is of much more importance then the production scenario 2 can be selected, or 

scenario 1 is the better choice.  

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, performance indicators related to four main objectives are collected. Manual calculation 

and simulation are the methods proposed to obtain indicator values. Then, the method and process to 

establish the comprehensive evaluation system and the thought of using comprehensive evaluation 

method for decision-making in garment production arrangement were put forward in detail. At last, 

based on the performances of comprehensive evaluation experiment with the classical men’s shirt 

production lines, guidance about quick and multi-objective selection of garment production scenarios 

is provided. From the experiment, it can be found that the result is changing when importance of 

different objectives changes, the comprehensive evaluation can tell which scenario gives a better 

performance under certain circumstance. Based on the results of comprehensive evaluation, it will be 

clearer where to put more emphasis and do optimizations. It is proved in this paper that comprehensive 

evaluation aided by computer simulation does offer help to garment production management.  

For future work, emphases will be put on optimizations both in garment assembly line evaluation 

and simulation. The applicability should be verified with large plenty of actual production situations 

and use more indicators at one time. Also, based on the existing Java code in Anylogic, maybe it is of 

great possibility to make attempts at Java code extracting and rewriting to extend simulation models 

for second development. The extended model can be employed individually and designed to a 

professional system for certain specific use. 
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